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Alan Blinder, former
deputy chairman of the

US Federal Reserve,

discusses central banking

with Pinchas Landau
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It's all in the

Money Magazine
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Yigal Amir
verdict

today
RAINE MARCUS

CWJRSSED assassin Yigrf Amir

fencing in Td Aviv District Coart
this morning.

If convicted of the murder of

prime minister Yitzhak Rabin,
Amir vffl be sentenced to fife UK
prisomnent. He also faces a sen-

trace, either consecutive or concur-
rent, for wounding Rabin's
bodyguard, Yoram Rubin.

' Amir was arrested after be was
seen shooting Rabm three times as
tbe prime minister was getting into

his car in the parking lot behind
Td Aviv's K3kar Matches Ylnd
(now Kftar Rabin) where he had
addressed a peace raly.

Amir was indicted on December
5. Although he told Judges Ed-
mond Levy, Saviyona Rotlevy, and
Oded Mhdrich thathedid notwant
a defense lawyer, his findy hired

Mordechai Oflri— and then fired

-ftfab. Jonathan Ray Goldberg then

appeared for Amir and incurred

Levy’s wrath several times, be-

cause of his lack of knowledge of

the law. Offii returned to the de-

fense - only to quit shortly after.

Two other lawyers then offered

then- services - Shmnel Fleishman

and Gabi Shahar - and the trial

continued.

Three psychiatrists who exam-

ined Amir ruled him mentally fit to

stand triaL

Likud Chairman Binyamin Netanyahu shows how he cast his ballot in yesterday's party primaries in Jerusalem.

(Brian Handler)

16 new faces on Labor’s Knesset slate
SIXTEEN new faces appear on
Labor's list for tbe next Knesset,

which was presented yesterday

evening after the national and re-

gional fists elected in Monday’s
primaries were combined.

Senior Labor figures yesterday

expressed satisfaction with the

young new leadership concen-
trated at the top of the list, in-

cludingEhod Barak (slot three in

the final list), Binyamin Ben-
Eliezer (slot four), Ephraim Sneh
(eight), and Or* Qrr (10). .

Tourism Minister Uzi Baram,
who shot ahead of previous poll

favorites JJarak and Haim Ra-
mon (slot five) to reach first place

in the primaries, said yesterday

he would consider running for

prime minister in the future.

Labor Secretary-General Nis-

sim Zvilfi (seven), who presented

tbe list, noted it includes six

women, three of them first-time

Knesset candidates; six candi-

MICHAL YUDELMAN

dates under age 40; and 19 candi-

dates of Sephardi origin.

Among the surpriseson the list

was Nadia Hilo, an Arab Chris-

tian from Jaffa, in slot 37, which
is reserved for a woman
candidate.

Another surprise was Adisc

Massala, an Ethiopian immigrant

who ran against two other new
immigrants for tbe 29tb slot.

Zvilli commended Massala’s

election, but pointed out that

since Laborintendsto have a rep-
resentative of Russian new immi-
grants as wefi, the party’s central

committee will be asked to up-
grade Ronen Plaut from slot 45 to

a more realistic place.

Among those who either did

not get elected to a realistic slot

or whose position is uncertain

are: Minister of Industry and
Trade Micha Harish; his Deputy

Minister Masha Lubelsky; Depu-
ty Minister of Foreign Affairs Eli

Dayan (47); MK Shmuel Avital

(48); MK Gedalya Gal; and pos-

sibly Religious Affairs Minister

Shimon Sbetreet(42).

Altogether, a record 194,788

party members voted, compared
to 120,000 in 1992, with a 70 per-

cent voting turnout
Prime Minister Slnmon Peres

and Zvilfi agreed yesterday to

conduct personal meetings with

all those who feel injured by the

primaries to prevent a rift in the

party.

Liat Collins adds:
Following the results. Labor

faction chairman Ra’anan Cohen
said he could not rule out the

possibility of a change in the par-

ty's campaign leadership before

election day. He mentioned no
names, but the statement was

made shortly after it became
dear that Interior Minister Haim
Ramon had not reached as high a

spot on the list as expected.

Labor’s machine is well oiled

THE Labor Party machine is alive

and wefi. The results of the Labor

vote illustrate better than anything

the continuing power of the back-

stage manipulators.

„ - Tbe list produced in the Labor

^primaries is one which would have

gladdened the heart of any Labor

appointments committee of yester-

year. Prime Minister Shimon

Peres has every reason to feel grat-

ified. He would not have put a

different list together himself.

- The dark horse appearance of

Tourism Minister Uzi Baram in

the second slot is just tbe sort of

tiring Peres himself did in the past

•with such candidates as Shoshana

lArbelli-Almoslino. Like her,

-ttaram js no real challenge to

-Pines and no leading contender to

succeed him . He is harmless, non-

fomafimhig ,
and comfortable to

have around.

In the great prestige battle be-

.tween Foreign Minister Ebud Ba-

-rak and Interior Minister Haim

’Ramon, Peres was known to have

fmeqirivocally backed Barak. Ra-

-mon - the protege who betrayed

4mnin 1992by switching allegiance

‘jto Yitzhak Rabin and later end

grievous injury to Peres’s Hista-

Sut powerbase -knot the prime

amSefs favorite. Peres rould not

afford to remove him from the

feadership, but was not averse to

ftoatmp him a humiliating slap.

RaSon had feared all along that

the party machine and the old His-

tadrut oligarchy would weak wn-

geance upon him, and it did.

Thm were pre-Mran^l deab

and prepared lists from ™hriihB

namewi« owspicm^lyabsMt;

Ramon became the target -

.j. tn rWiver him a

ANALYSIS
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ex-general like Barak in .the lead-

ership, as well as others with mili-

tary pasts like On Orr and Binya-

min Ben-Efiezer.

A tough security-oriented image

is just what Peres needs after the

recent terrorist outrages, as he

goes after floating voters inclined

toward the Likud.

likewise Peres was careful not

to erase from the Labor leadership

such old Rabin sidekicks as Fi-

nance Minister Avrabam Shohat.

But while the non-trouble-making

Shohat is left near the top, else-

where the Rabin cronies did less

well. The token woman in tbe

leadership is Peres ally Dalia Itzik,

not Rabin's Ora Namir.
Tbe party establishment also

showed its muscle in the case of

those it boosted- Peres protege

Yossi Berlin never had a flare for

campaigning and in 1992 ended up
(Continued on Page 2)

Just the same, it did Peres no

haro todfjose a little oold water

on Barak’s pride and keep him

Pteres well not to have Barakm the

snood slot, but useful to have an

r
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TV: Begin,

Meridor top

Likud list
SARAH HONIG

WHATEVER deals were ru-

mored to have been hatched
in the Likud, they did not
keep MKs Ze’ev Begin and
Dan Meridor from the top

slots in yesterday's primaries,
according to projections by
TV pollsters on both Channel
1 and Channel 2. Right next

to them is Ariel Sharon, who
masterminded the joint ticket

with Tsomet and Gesher, and
the most lustrous Likud ac-

quisition of the season, Maj.-
Gen. (resj Yitzhak
Mordechai.
The projections were wel-

comed by Likud Chairman
Binyamin Netanyahu, who
congratulated his party on
choosing an excellent team -

which was immediately derid-

ed by Labor.
The computerized Likud vot-

ing system was expected to pro-

duce the final results late last

night.

Though the pollsters largely

failed in their predictions regard-

ing the Labor primaries the night

before, both Mina Tzemah for

Channel 1 and Teleseker for

Channel 2 were in considerable

agreement about tbe Likud re-

sults last night. Both channels

placed Begin at die top of tbe

Likud heap.
Channel 1 pnt Meridor next,

followed by Sharon, Moshe Kat-

sav, Tzahi Hanegbi. Mordechai,
Limor Livnat, Jerusalem Mayor
Ebud Olmert, Uzi Landau, Mi-
chael Eitan, Efiahu Ben-Elissar,

•Hi

Meir Sheetrit, Dan Tkhon, Sil-

van Shalom, Naomi BlumenthaJ,

Dov Shilansky, former deputy
GSS chief Gideon Ezra, Yossi

Ahimeir, David Mena, and Reu-
ven Rivlin.

The Channel 2 version puts

Sharon second, then Meridor,
Mordechai. Katsav, Hanegbi,
Olmert, Livnat, Landan, Eitan,

Sheetrit. Ben-Elissar, Shalom,
Tichon, Ezra, Blumenthal, Shi-

lansky, Mena, Ahimeir, and
Rivlin.

The above candidates from tbe

prestigious and grueling nation-

wide race will be joined by 10
candidates from the regional con-
tests, who will be interspersed

among them. Likud candidates

will be moved down considerably

by the 14 candidates coming from
the new partner parties.

According to the polls, the lo-

cal Likud races will return MK
Avraham Herschson from the
Tel Aviv District, Yehoshua
Matza from Jerusalem, and Ron
Nahman from Judea and Samar-
ia. Haifa appears to have sent

David Ram and in the coastal

region it was still neck and neck
between Yossi Olmert and Herz-
tiya Mayor Eli landau, with Ol-

mert enjoying a narrow lead.

MK Ovadia Eli did not make
h. Likud insiders said he would
have been a shoo-in had he heed-

ed advice and opted for the easier

regional track, rather than the
major-league nationwide race.

Rivlin would end np in the 48th
slot on the final list, if die polls

are borne out. He had been
(Continued on Page 2)
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Gesher chooses list

r-f
ret

z

GESHER founders yesterday

elected the six candidates whom

David Levy had favored to the

Ukud-Tsornet-Gesher list for tne

Knesset elections. •

Gesher has no elected

and so Levy gathered 172

founders to select the list.

The candidates chosen yester-

day at Tel Aviv’s Beit Hehayal

will get reserved slots .on the

Likud
6
list Levy will be the first

Gesher name on the lift,

inR the second slot, nght after

Likud chairman Binyamin

Netanyahu. The others wUl

receive slots ranging from ninth to

41st-

SARAH HONlG

MK David Magen and Levy's

KvSi'iSr'
The next three slots were ran

tested, but all those referred to as

rtarr of Lew’s “big deal were

STed into precisely the slots they

ran for. The fourth slot went to

GeSher slot went to Levy m

,

Motti Mishani and the seventh to

spokesman Ya’acov Baidugo.
I

Likud primaries

go high tech
MICHAL yudelman

the Likud’s first Knesset candv- J
date primary elections wete^ ^
with almost no problem^ yester-

toy. By 3 p.ra.-eighi hours after Its

the polling booths opened - the

voternirnout was only 17 percent

but it picked up considerably m
the evening hours.

Likud chairman Bmyaimn

Netanyahu came with h* w ‘fe>

S^and son, Yair, to cast his bal- v

JoT at Teddy Stadium in ei

Jerusalem, where he was greeted L

like a football star as people sang v

’
For H™ a Jolly Good Fellow.' a

Netanyahu sat for several min-

utes facing the computer screen,

pSng foT dozens of photogra- v

ph
\Vben he was done, Netanyahu t

told reporters he had voted for

[Jerusalem Mayor] Ehud Olmert, i

whose name “l ran into fust, since .

it heads the list." ...
pressed further, he admitted to i

having voted for Dan Meridor as

well, “and all the good people

leading the Likud. .

Netanyahu yesterday reiterated

his call to voters to ignore the var-

ious lists of recommended candi-

dates. from which certain leading

candidates’ names were excluded.

The lists - many of which omit-

ted Dan Meridor, Ze’ev Begin,

Ariel Sharon, or Meir Sheetnt

-

caused much tension m the party.

In some cases, it was rumored

that candidates were asked by

vote contractors to pay a large

sum of money in order tobave

their names,=inc^u^e“ on a Jist- - - —

mnr Father Salmovitz said she

w^»sto toNlS 30,000-NIS

40,000 to be included on sucn a

list but refused.

Despite Netanyahus

the lists continued to be distrib-

uted at the polls.

Sheetnt blasted the lists and said

“all these deals and lists have no

value and will make no ditter-

ence, except cause damage to the

Likud. If anyone thinks Likud

voters are robots, they are making

a big mistake. The days ot Salah

Shabati are over."

Sheetnt said it was hard to say

who was behind the various lists.

“According to rumors, it could

be anyone from the Likud leaders,

Yvette Liberman [Likud general

manager and Netanyahu’s close

aide, who was recently reported to

have authored efforts at getting

Meridor off the recommended

candidates’ list], to camp heads,

and branch chairmen.

“I’ve seen several different lists.

Uri Oren, who ran against

Leagued later that the £.
i^w’s team was elected into

the* stefts!Levy wanted “indicated

Sat SrTWas a manipulating

Zi lE 3 clean

democratic process. .

Earlier, former MK Aharon

Abuhatzeira pnlled out of to

other instead of putting order into

the house.

With a list such as this Gesher

could never have stood a chance

of getting even a single member

into the Knesset.

Labor Party

list of

Knesset
candidates
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Unified' Ethiopian Immigrants,

iff mo
tfe* who was Prime

Minister Shimon PeressRbJJ^ Siledtograspfoattheybadv
turned their backs on one-fifth <« „

the population.

neisooal pain,” she said, the

^ t||| . Russian-speaking
immigrants

TVJlWTOW .

w**
bring it to power in the last elec-

^

flttRHHflMttMHMMMHjH ti

°^This is the victory both of our ^
community and of Israeli soast]^^ lt ^ raise the morale of the

Ethiopian community to have an

. MK," said the victorious Massala.*

He said he would represent me

_ . interests of Russian-speaking =;

iminigrants and other weak sec-;; ;

1 yesterday, tors of the population as well as

Shimon Peres addresses L-r— -to«—-»«

on some my name appears, on

others it doesn't. The LikudIs

maturity wiU be tested by the

Knesset list it elects, which should

not be based on deals.”

The Likud’s primaries were

conducted by computer the first

such voting of its kind. Voters

selected candidates by pressing

boxes on computer screens. The

automated system was expected

to yield final results just two

hours after the polls dosed at 10

pjm. •-

Netanyahu meets with

Jordan’s Prince Hassan

AMMAN (AP) - Likud cbaiman

Binvanun Netanyahu arrived m
Akaba yesterday for talks with

Crown Prince Hassan as part ot

contacts between Jordanian and

Israeli political groups.

In the wake of the suicide

bombings, Netanyahu said the

current Israeli-Palesbnian peace

process faded to provide Israelis

with minimal security.

Jordanian officials said

Netanyahu met with Prince

Hassan, King Hussein s younger

brother, who is acting as regent

while the monarch is abroad.

Jordan Information Minister

Marwan Mouasher said that

Netanyahu’s one-day visit was

part of Jordan’s effort to be close-

ly informed on developments m
the Israeli political scene.

With deep sorrow we announce the passing of

our beloved mother and grandmother

GERTRUDE (Gertie) GRANEK

The funeral will lake place t°d^, 27;1986.

at the Eretz Hahaim cemetery, in Har-Tuv,

at12:00 p.m.

Shiva at Bar Kochba 55/5, Jerusalem.

Telephone: 0-2-816129

The bereaved family

We regret to announce the passing of

LISA SUSSMAN
(n6e Petrushka)

The funeral will take place at Haifa'sSdeh

Yehoshua Cemetery, Gate No. % May;
Wednesday, March 27, 1996, at 2.45 p.m.

The Prels, Hirschhom, arid Petrushka families

1 . Shimon Peres
|

I

2. Uzi Baram, national list I I

3. Ehud Barak, national list
|

4. Binyamin Ben-Eliezer, na- I I

tional list -ill
5. Haim Ramom national I 1

6. Avraham Shohat, national 1 1

^Nissim Zvilli. reserved for I

secretary-general I

8. Ephraim Sneh, national list l
|

j

q.Dalia Itzik, national (re- I I

served for woman)
|

I

10. Ori Orr, national I
|

11. Yossi Beilin, national I I

t'J Shevah Weiss, national I 1

-afi Elul, Central District I

Rafael Edri, Sharon- I I

won District 1

Jaggai Merom. national 1

fossi Katz. Haifa District I

lawaf Massalha (re- I

ed Arab seat)
.

I

Ora Namir. national l

;rved for woman) I

Eli Ben-Menahem, Tel I

v District . . .
. |

Elie Goldschmidt, Umted I

butz Movement I

David Liba’i, national I

Ra’anan Cohen, Dan I

trict I

Amir Peretz, Southern I

•trict . J

Moshe Shahal, national I

Ophir Pines, Jerusalem I

mict . I

Sh^pm-Simhon, mosfaav- I

' anff 'cdmmunity settle- I

ints
' J

. .1
. Yael Dayan, national I

served for woman)
j

, Micha Goldman, North- I

a District . . I

1. Adisu Massala, national I

served for new immigrant) I

). Sallah Thrif (reserved I

ruse seat) I

L. Avi Yehezkel, Central I

listrict I

2. Yona Yahav, Haifa I

istrict I

3. Ephraim Oshaya, Sharon- I

homron District I

4. Shlomo Ben-Ami, national I

>5 Eitan Kavel, Dan Distnct I

16’. Rafik Haj Yihye (reserved

Vrabseat) . ....
17 . Nadia Hilo, National list

reserved for woman) .

38. Ron Huldai, Tel Aviv

District

39. Tzali Reshef, Jerusalem

District .. .

40. Ofra Friedman, distncts

(reserved for woman)

41. Eitan Broshi, Umted Kib-

butz Movement
42. Shimon Sbetreet, national

43. Shiri Weizman, Southern

Distict . . .

44. Ora Hacbam, distncts (re-

served for woman)
45. Ronen Plant, Northern

District

46. Ya’acov Temer, national

47. Eli Dayan, national

48. Shmuel Avital, moshavim

I
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Histadrut activists: We
put Ramon in his place
^ ;nftn«knr» the

INTERIOR Minister Haim

Ramon, elected fifth on the

party’s final Knesset list after

Prime Minister Shimon Peres,

was furious yesterday to learn

that lists of recommended can-

didates were distributed that

excluded his name.

Some lists were reportedly

handed out at the polls by sup-

porters of Housing Minister

MICHALYUDELMAN power to influence the placing

candidates on the Knesset

list Politicians most know that

they can’t get away with any-
_ 1 , ,1... .V. .Ml»rc Will

una wi — .

those of his own community. ;; . A
Close to 20,000 new inunr-;-;

grants from the former Soviet

Union are believed to have joined.
:

Labor while only 1,000 Ethro^;-

immigrants signed up, Landwer

Landwer said Massala had-

»

“enormous media exposure ovcr •

the [discarded Ednopia^blood

issue. It was aTbrilliant stroke of
^

* Natan Sharansky's Tisrarf
1 !l

Ba'diya party issued a statement,

saying the Labor and Likud pra-

“JT® . , «

j

illSt ’ -
nsi. ruuLiv-u-

. , savmR tne Lawn ^ r ‘ Ml

warairainstlum^--. tice. • > “We ccmgratuJate^fessala, but
of recommended can- ^ .

were distributed 4hat d
Histadrut - activists, . }̂iaco ,9aM,

th&ritnove'.' * we have to^ ;

jut at the polls by sup-
voters not to vote for Ramon.

_ ^aTS ^ Histadrut [partic- any of the other parties.
,

of Housing Minister i^e idea was to put Bemm m ^ Histadrut chairman Arrur : i. —
. a^a.aTI ?

n Ben-Eliezer, Labor s ^ place , after the way he tieat-
pe 7 ^ .

rf^ omtimte in SOCIAL& PERSONAL D ;

n chairman. Had it not
ed labor activists and workers in

Ramo^s footsteps [in weaken- *

the lists, it is thought in
tfac Histadrut, a source in

foe Histadrut and acting
meeting or the Eni-' *

rat Ramon would have Lair's Histadrut faction^1
- a^inst it] their political future JJJJJSgjSSSL* Rotaiy am •

a much higher slot. -The Histadrut sector had to
^jgop^dy.” «!Sd tateptece

I

_ ... i^hor that it has the is j
v^usnaiavim, 25 »vacfiral St. Baytt^ •

porters of Housing auimiw The idea was io pui wmw .»

Binyamin Ben-Eliezer Labor s ^ place , after the way he tieat-

campaign chairman. Had it not
ed b̂QT activists and workers in

been for the lists, it is thought in
the Histadrut," a source in

Labor that Ramon would have l^'s Histadrut faction sard-

reached a much higher slot. Histadrut sector had to

Ramon, who met Ben-Eliezer prove to Labor that .. has rite

:amon, who met Ben-Eliezer prove to Laoor
.

Moledet activists protest putting

new members on its list
..mo i^enmN Moledet ’s 40-member counci

SOCIAL& PERSONAL!
1

*

THE WEEKLY MEETING oTttw En»-
J

Ilsh-epMUng Rolarir s

«rtUtal»piaOTiod^M1^p.m-rtN^ «

Yerushalayim, 25 »«*ral St. Baytt Vfe- •

gan, ,) Ira Btor, -"1^-
J
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nan. 1) ha Brier, JOO, Jef^awrajwa «w- -

tfve CW3 . 18 Presentadoo ofttiePaul <

Harris Fellowship Award to R/Abraham j

Ruderman. *

LABOR

THE ghosts of MKs Shaul

Gutman and Yosef

Moledet renegades who split from

the party after being elected, are

haunting party activists, leading

some council members to file an

appeal in the Tel Aviv Distnct

Court this morning to keep new

names off the party's Knesset

slate. . . .

The appeal by two Moledet

council members will ask the

court to invalidate a recent party

decision reducing the time a per-

son must be a party member

before running for the Knesset.
^

A few weeks ago, the party s

council acceded to party head

Rebavam Ze’evi’s request to cut

the eligibility requirement from a

year to a few months. The move

paved the way for settlement

activist and foriner Zo Artzenu

leader Rabbi Benny Eton and

Jerusalem city councilman and

former Border Police commander

Meshulam Amit.

HERB KE1NON

Ze’evi and the heads of 11

Moledet branches want Eton and

Amit placed in the second and

third slots on the list.

parachuting outsiders onto me

party list is problematic to a num-

ber of Moledet activists, party

executive head Yigal SJonun Mid.

“In 1992, Ba-Gad was placed on

the list a week before the elec-

tions," Slonim said. “Because of

this, some people want to be very

careful-"
,

Hon and Amit's supporters also

say their reasons have, to do with

Ba-Gad and Gutman.

“We have had trouble with me

people we have picked in the sec-

ond and third slots m the past,

Jerusalem Moledet head Un

Blank said.

“So because of this, we want to

pick people who have^ proven

themselves in public life.

If the court rejects the appeal.

Moledet’s 40-member council is

to select its candidates from some

30 hopefuls this afternoon.

ARRIVALS

lorn. Honorary Life Presli

Wzo from Geneva.

bfEHpba'M

No booktaddes the poEtfeakrefigwus controversy

over Jerusalem Hke this! ,

V

THE HEtiREU) UfUU£IUITV
OP JERUIRlEtTt

mourns the passing of

Rabbi LEON KRONISH
of Miami Beach, FL

a long-time supporter and Honorary Fellow

of the University

and expresses sympathy to the entire family^^^J

The Members ofthe InterreBgioto CoortnaBng Council in Ism O.C.C.I.)

offer their condotencos to

Rabbi Dr. Ron Kroniah

on the passing of his father
. ,

Rabbi LEON KRONISH^

(Continued from Page 1)

in the lowly 27th slot only after

massive help from Ramon. This

time he did not campaign either,

but Peres's clout lifted him

above the crowd.

Peres also did wonders tor

newcomer Shlomo Ben-Ami,

whose fortunes were not bright

on the eve of the primaries,

when the party establishment

was gripped with panic because

there were no Moroccans in safe

slots. Peres sent a last-minute

word that Ben-Ami must get in.

The only instance in which the

party machine was really beaten

Was in Health Minister Ephraim

Sneh’s case.

He was reputed to have been

on the party machine’s hit list as

well, for deserting Peres to

climb aboard the Rabin band-

wagon in 1992.

CORRECTION

Tony Zamir, whose suggestion

for dog-sled tours on Baffin

Island was mentioned in Travel

Tips on . Friday, represents

Ofakim Travel, and not as

reported.
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Tibi welcomes Islamic

participation in elections

LIBI - The Fund for

Strengthening jp
Israel's Defense ulr
Libi Ceremony at the Knesset

DAVID BUDGE

S®3W tsssr-aSweicooicu ui& . .

decision to partimpatejn “e

upcoming Knesset elections on a

united Arab list.

The AMC, which has been regis-

tered as a party after seven

attempts to disqualify it were

rejected, is to hold its first conven-

tion in Tkiba tonight .

Tibi, adviser to
v

Pale^Sf
Authority Chainnan Yasser Arafat

said senior PA offia^ Mere

and Labor MKs, and officials from

iliv — *
,

• •

the party’s platform and constitu-

tion and elect its central commit-

tee, which will choose the party s

Knesset candidates next week.

Two other parties - the

progressive Movement for

and the Islamic Arab List, which is

loosely affiliated with the Islamic

Movement - have already agreed

to join forces with theAMC
The Democratic Arab Party of

MK Abdul Wahab Darawsbe has

remained independent so far.

Defense Minister, Mr. Shimon Peres awarded Ubi Fund*

certificates to prominent Ubi contributors and volunteers'

from Israel and abroad, in recognition of their outstanding-

activities in recent years.

Participating in the ceremony were Gen. Gidon Shafer,..

C.O., IDF Manpower Branch, Gen. (Res.) Danny Matt,-

Chairmari, Ubi Fund, Brigadier Avraham Asa'el, Chief

Education and Gadna Officer, and Brigadier Shuki'

Shemer. Chief Medical Officer.

3e rf:<
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(ContiBoed ftom Page H

teamed up with David Levy parly

throughout his political career,

but wloW not quit the Likud with Cob;

him Tel Aviv Mayor Ronni Mflo tad.

lamented “the cruel political mg'

blow Rubi suffered. We see eta

Levy’s sidekicks rewarded for to

walking out on the Likud, while and

the loyal membeis like RMia pay motl

lilT . .

a bitter price for not betraying the

par^. It is unfair.”

Former Tehiya leader Geuia

Cohen was third among the Li-

kud’s women, but her final plac-

ing will probably not be in a real-

istic slot This despite the fact

that her son, Hanegbi, did so well

and ran a joint campaign with his

mother.

tenons

—
i

Premier and Defense Minister, Mr. Shimon Peres, and
Gen. (Res.) Danny Matt, at the Ubi certificate award ceremony, at

the Knesset (Photo: IdarrDanenberg)

UBI -The Fund for Strengthening Israel's Defense
17 Rehov Arania, Haklrya, Tel Aviv 64734, Israel
ToL 03-69751 83, 03-268206, 03-5695610
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PA Police uncovers
secret Hamas cells
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PALESTINIAN police say -they
have uncovered a secret network
within the military wing ofHamas
dedicated to attacking Israel and
weakening Palestinian President
Yasser Arafat’s self-rule govern-
ment
Mohammed Dahlan, Arafat's

senior security aide, told Reuters
in an interview that the network
came to light during questioning
of suspects detained in the crack-
down on Hamas following suicide
bombings in Israel.

A senior Hamas member, inter-
viewed freely in prison, con-
firmed the existence of the cells.

Dahlan. head of the
Preventative Security Service in
Gaza, said he had detained all but
two members of Hamas’s military

arm, thelzzadin Kassam, in the
Gaza Strip. But he said he could
not rule out further attacks against
Israel.

Interrogators had discovered the
existence of a “secret apparatus"
within Kassam controlled by the
exiled Hamas leadership in
Jordan, he said.

“We have arrested all the
Kassam fugitives except for
Mohammed Dief and Yahya
Ghoul,” Dahlan said at his new
headquarters in Gaza City where
the detainees are held.

Dief heads Israel’s most wanted
list for his role in four suidde
bombings between February 25
and March 4 which killed 59 peo-
ple in Israel.

“The secret cells, known as the

secret apparatus, are more danger-
ous than the fugitives.

“"Most of. them are unknown,
some of them have the right to
enter Israel and this means they
are not known to the Israelis as
well," Dahlan said.

“Some have assassinated
Palestinian police. I don’t want to
go into further details because we
have not finished the investiga-
tions," he said.

Palestinian officials said the
secret cells had killed four
Palestinian policemen and they
feared the cells had infiltrated the
Palestinian Authority. Dahlan said
he had no information that the
cells had penetrated the PA.

(Reuter)
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IDF officer:

i Terrorism can
never be uprooted

ARIEH O’SULLIVAN

TERRORISM does not threaten
the .existence of the state, but it

can .never be uprooted and could
still cause a mortal blow to the
peace process with the
Palestinians, a senior officer said
yesterday.

,The senior officer, who
briefed military reporters, said

terrorism will continue alongside
the. peace process, and Israel

could only rein it in to a “tolera-

bler level.

it will be a long time before
full; peace can be reached
between Israel and the

Palestinian society, which has
still not consolidated on an orga-
nizational level, the officer said.

“Coexistence with security is

the best we can hope for," he
added.

The peace process is vulnera-
ble^ disruption at any stage, but
despite this, the officer said, it is

irreversible.

Regarding Syria, the senior

officer said there is uncertainty

on ..the progress of the peace
negotiations and the IDF’s long-
range planning is based on .the .,

premise that.Syriapresents .a real

’threat to the stale.

“There are a lot of hopes for
peace with Syria and the prize is

great. It would be for us a dra-
matic change in the strategic sit-

uation in the Middle East. It

would complete a crescent of
agreements," he said.

But the senior officer stressed
that as long as a peace agreement
is not reached, the IDF is still

preparing for a potential war
with Syria.

“There is the traditional threat

to the state from the Syrian
enemy and we will continue to

treat it as a worst-case scenario.

We have no choice,” he said.

The senior officer also spoke
of long-range threats to the state,

namely the attempted prolifera-

tion of nuclear weapons to the

region, chemical warfare and the

instability of Arab regimes due
to Islamic fundamentalism.

“Even the most positive

progress in the peace process
that will bear the best fruits of
peace and the most optimal
results doesn't rule out these
long-range threats. The process

doesn't prevent them, and in

some facets actually encourages
them," the senior officer said.

NEWS IN BRIEF

Firm abandons Auschwitz mini-mall plans
A retail company has abandoned plans to lease space in a mini-

mall near the Auschwitz death camp, leaving the controversial

project without its main client.

“We intend to withdraw from the lease agreement" with the Maja

company, which owns the land and began building the shopping

center last November, said Mariusz Wcrjdan of the Krakow-based

iKrakcbemia company yesterday.

;; While criticizing media reports about the project as “much ado

about nothing ” Wojdan said in a telephone interview that his com-

pany decided to pull out “for social and political reasons.” AP

Hitchhiker dies when car overturns
5|fe0iahu Damari, 56, of Ramie, was killed late Monday night when

phecar in which he hitched a ride overturned in Yavne. The driver

p ?1a$t control of the car while trying to pass on the right.

r-HTie other two passengers fled the scene immediately. The police

^'located and questioned one of them yesterday and are still searching

gfTer the other.
ItUn

Injunction issued against Har Homa plans
Fhe Jerusalem District Court yesterday issued a seven-day injunction

a-jjiohlbiting the district building commission from approving plans tor

tSc HarHoma neighborhood in southeastern Jerusalem.

-The injunction was issued in response to a petition by landown-
1

ere and the Peace Now-affiliated Ir Sbalem group. The petitioners

want an investigation of statements made by the municipal engineer

that the neighborhood is being built for political reasons and not to

meet the city's housing needs .
JerusalemPost Staff

9

IDF ombudsman to investigate ROW'mistreatment
KmeAfinister Shimon Peres has appointed IDF ombudsman

Mai -Gen. (res.) Aharon Daron to investigate reports of

of Egyptian and Israeli prisoners of war in the> wars

entries. The appointment was announced to *e

Egyptian government.
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German-
Israeli

satellite

won’t be used
for spying
JUDY SIEGEL

THE 150-kilogram satellite being
studied by the Israeli and German
space agencies will not be a spy
satellite and will solely serve

commercial purposes, said Aby
Har-Even, director of the Israel

Space Agency.
Har-Even said a mistranslation

that appeared in the Davar Rishon
daily of an item printed in Flight
magazine erroneously described
the satellite, called David, as a

“spy satellite." This caused con-
siderable harm to Israel he said.

The satellite will be developed
by the Israeli company El-Op and
the German company OHB. Last

December, ISA and Dara, the

German space agency, agreed to

cover $100,000 of the costs of a

feasibility study, with the two
companies paying an additional

$300,000.

Har-Even explained that if the

feasibility study shows the project

is worthwhile, commercial
investors will have to be found to

finance it

Har-Even, who is optimistic

about the study’s results, said the

satellite would carry a scientific

telescojie'and cantera forstedybig'1'

the' gaiaxfes qritTalso look down
on" earth td

r
‘ survey agriculture,

mines, and seas. If all goes well,

the feasibility study will be com-
pleted this summer and David will

be launched in 1998, remaining at

an orbit some 600 kilometers

above earth for three or four

years.

“If it functions well, additional

satellites could be modeled alter

the David." Har-Even added.

E1A1
managing
director

resigns
HAIM SHAPIRO

EL AL managing director Rafi

Harlev yesterday announced
his resignation from the compa-
ny he has headed for over 13

years, citing the reason as Lhe

failure of the government to

privatize the airline as

promised.
He said that without going

private, it would be difficult for

El A1 to compete and grow in

the international aviation mar-
ket.

In a letter to El AI board

chairman Yossi Ciechanover

and the transportation and
finance ministers, Harlev said

his resignation would take

effect this June.

He took over as head of the

national airline as it went into

receivership following a four-

month closure.

It began showing a profit in

1986, with $14 million in prof-

its in 1994 and an estimated

profit of $ 17m. in 1995.

NEWS

A student representative at Jerusalem’s Beit Hinuch High School reads one of 140 letters from students of Oklahoma City’s Classen
High School, presented yesterday by US Ambassador Martin Indyk (left) and Ruby Shamir, executive director of the America-Israel
Friendship League, as Mayor Ehud Olmert looks on. Pupils at both schools were victims of terrorism. (Ariel Jeroaolnnsla)

Amos-l satellite to be lauched in May
ISRAEL is planning to launch the

Amos-1 communications satellite

aboard a French Ariane rocket

from the European Space
Agency’s French Guiana complex
in early May.

According to a spokesman for

Israel Aircraft Industries, the 961-

kilogram, $350-raillion satellite

will be used for civilian purposes,

including television and radio

broadcasts.

However, the London-based
Jane's Defense Weekly said the

launch will “move Israel one step

closer to establishing a space-

based early warning missile sys-

tem."

DOUGLAS DAVIS
LONDON

There is speculation that Israel’s

satellite program is part of a ram-
ified antimissile shield that will be

coordinated with the Arrow-2
antimissile system, which is being
developed by Israel with US
financial participation.

The first link in Israel’s supposed

ballistic early-warning shield came
with the launch of die 335-kilo-

gram Ofek-3 satellite, which was
carried into orbit by an Israeli-

made, three-stage Sbavit rocket

Ofek-3. which is said to carry

cameras capable of transmitting

high-resolution, photographs, is in

a retrograde east-west orbit at an
altitude of 500 kilometers that

takes it over Iran, Iraq, and Syria.

The Amos- 1 is expected to be
placed in a geosynchronous orbit

above Zaire, from where it will be
controlled by technicians at a
ground station in Israel.

It has a wide range of applica-

tions, but Jane’s asserts that it is

likely to be used to eavesdrop on
Arab and Iranian communications
networks.

Its launching has been delayed
by several months, but once up it

is expected to remain in orbit for

up to 1] years.

An independent, real-time

antimissile system is likely to

minimize, or even eliminate,

Israel’s dependence on US satel-

lite intelligence data.

Israeli specialists have said

three to four early warning satel-

lites in low-earth orbit would pro-

vide round-the-clock surveillance

of the Arab world.

Meanwhile, the Arab Satellite

Communications Organization
(Arabsat) is expected to launch its

second-generation satellites later

this year - starting with Arabsat
2A — also aboard an Ariane rock-

et

Shamgar Commission
to present report tomorrow

BILL HUTMAN

THE Shamgar Commission on
the assassination of Yitzhak
RfthiQ is,to.present its findings,

to the government tomorrow,
the Justice Ministry announced
yesterday.

The commission’s final report
is over 300 pages long. About
100 pages are classified, but the
remainder will be released to
the public at the same time it is

presented to the government
the ministry spokeswoman said.

The report is to include rec-

ommendations on what discipli-

nary or legal action should be

taken against the seven General
Security Service and police offi-

cers the commission investigat-

ed regarding the security fail-

ures surrounding the assassina-

tion..

The seven include six GSS
officers-one ofwhom is former
GSS head Karmi Gillon - and
Asst-Cmdr. Ya’acov Shoval,
Yarfcou district police chief.

The commission, beaded by
former chief justice Meir
Shamgar, completed the
inquiry's investigative part
about two months ago.

US resists pressure

to discuss closure at

anti-terror parley
HILLEL KUTTLER

—

. WASHINGTON^

6 Ethiopians have donated blood
since non-use policy was revealed

JUDY SIEGEL

ONLY six Ethiopian immigrants

have donated blood since it was
disclosed the blood is not used.

All six pints have been frozen

pending recommendations by the

Navon Committee, investigating

Mugen David Adom's policy of

not informing the donors their

blood would be discarded.

The committee, which yester-

day toured MDA’s central blood
bank in Tel Hashomer. is expected

to complete its work in about

Group to market
youth programs
AN agreement was signed yester-

day in Jerusalem establishing a

new consortium for the marketing
and expansion of Lrael programs

for North American Jewish youth.

The organization, as yet

unnamed, was formed after a

lengthy investigation by the

Jewish Agency, the Charles R.

Bronfman Foundation, the

Council of Jewish Federations and
the United Jewish Appeal. The
initial annual budget is S3 million.

Bronfman will be the first

chairman of the new organization

and will >erve fora five-year term.

Bursheva Tsur

three weeks.

Blood bank officials said the

problem with the Ethiopian blood
donations was they had not been
told they must report if their blood
was medically suitable for trans-

fusion or not.

The standard MDA question-

naire that is filled out by all poten-

tial donors - and does not mention
Ethiopians as a disqualifying cate-

gory - has raised the ire of haredi

donors, the committee learned.

THE US is resisting appeals
from the Palestinians and several

Arab countries to broaden this

week’s counterterrorism confer-

ence to a discussion of Israel’s

closure of the territories.

“This meeting is focused on
practical measures to confront
tenor. The working agenda at the
meeting is counterterrorism,” a

senior administration official

said yesterday.

In their opening and closing

statements, “I would expect par-

ties will indeed raise issues"
related to the closure, and the US
will not stifle such pronounce-
ments, the official said.

But the more appropriate

forum for addressing such con-
cerns is at the next meeting of
the donor countries’ ad-hoc liai-

son committee, a site and date

for which have not yet been set,

the official added.

Palestinian Authority presi-

dent Yasser Arafat is visiting

several Arab capitals this week
to press the need to alleviate the

economic distress resulting from
the closure that followed the four

recent suicide bombings in

Israel.

An Israeli Embassy official

here said the dispute is “not real-

ly a crisis," and that discussions

on the agenda would continue
through tomorrow afternoon in

advance of the 5 p.m. start to the

two-day session.

An official of the Egyptian

Embassy said no one from
Cairo’s foreign ministry will

attend, “not as a sign of protest

but because we don’t see any-
thing on the peace process" on
the agenda. He predicted the

European Union's participation

would likely also include securi-

ty but not political officials.

Several ambassadors, includ-

ing from Israel and Egypt, will

be among the participants. Syria

is n6t attending, after having also

boycotted the Sharm e-Sheikh
counterterrorism summit on
March 13.

The US, Israeli and Egyptian
officials said a list is not yet

complete of countries sending
security specialists to the meet-
ing.

Lake Kinneret,

temperatures on rise

arty-eigS^pars, ourfik^ers' parites have brllgit heave:

to deprili kids thrJISout the dProy. Frpmlw early

days when we collected toys at Hanukka time to the present

She JerusalemPost ToyFund is ag alt-year

way of||g(ng chiid^iving In i^Mons
We bringhelp to theJiieedy kidsroSh extra neawi care,

shoes, toys, educational supplies, sports equipment and all those

things that give them the kick-start in fife expected by their peers.

to kids

a kid?

DAVID RUDGE
So help us to help them.

MEKOROT officials are soil

advising water conservation mea-

sures for the summer, despite a

slight improvement in the hydro-

logical balance as a result of the

recent rains.

The level of the water in

Lake Kinneret continues to

creep upwards and yesterday

was 1.16 meters from its maxi-

mum mark.
Nevertheless, the officials noted

rhat it would take a great deal

more "unexpected but welcome

rainfall” in the coming weeks to

fill the lake to the brim.

The forecast for today and

Thursday is for dry and warm
weather.

'There has been a significant

improvement, hut neither the

Kinneret. the reservoirs, nor the

aquifers are full and therefore it

will still be necessary to conserve

water,” said Mekoroi spokes-

woman Yael Shoham.

The latest rain helped bring the

total precipitation for the winter to

near average fur the season,

although not even where.

ushyo

ntributtiS today

and as the rain brings

out the flowers, help

bring %*mile to;

The Jerusalem Post, P.0. Box 81,

Jerusalem 91000, Israel
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PA officials ’ terror crackdown making progress
PALESTINIAN Authority

security officers assert that
they are now capable of

fToiling 90 percent of attacks
•planned against Israel from their
Sjemtory.
* j

.

A leader of die Palestinian secu-
•rity services told The Jerusalem
i fast that in the past three weeks
they have cracked the Lnftastnic-
jure of Hamas's military wing,

. Izzadin Kassant, and have arrcst-
;id most of its leaders.

;• He said the information collect-

;
fd has given the PA a much better

).iQsigbt into how Hamas and
'Islamic Jihad operate. Israel, be
jpdded, understands nothing about
the structure of Hamas.

' :
The security officer, who asked

7 not to be named, said Palestinians

consider it unfortunate that Israel
is linking the continuing hah in
the Oslo process to die capture of
Izzadin

. Kassam leader
Mohammed Dief, who is held
responsible for planning the most
recent terrorist atrocities.

He said the Palestinian side is
not willing to share its informa-
tion with the Israelis until they
agree to lift the closure of the ter-

ritories and restart implementing
Oslo 2.

He said that while it is in the
interest of both sides to cooperate
on security issues and share infor-
mation, the process cannot be
one-sided.

The security source said the PA
crackdown on Hamas was also
aimed at ensuring stability in

Palestinian areas and protecting

the Oslo agreement, but it was not
seen as fair to expect the PA to
deliver Dief in a matter of weeks
when it took Israel years to cap-
ture some wanted Palestinians in

Gaza.

He expressed resentment at

statements by IDF officers saying
that only low-level Izzadin
Kassam activists bad been round-
ed up. He said the PA has arrested
about 400 in Gaza, among them
Izzadin Kassam leaders wanted
by Israel for many years, and
about 100 of those caught will be
tried wirhin the next three
months.

The source said the most impor-
tant gain made by the PA in the
last three weeks has been the

BACKGROUND

LAMIA LAHOUD

information gathered through

interrogation.

A high ranking PA security offi-

cer in the territories said Izzadin

Kassam's infrastructure has been
badly damaged but he acknowl-
edged that the capture of Dief
would make it easier politically

for the Israeli government to pro-

ceed with Oslo.

Most Izzadin Kassam leaders

are in Gaza, he said, but they

recruit operators in the territories

where large quantities of weapons
have also been found.

The security officer said the

new Islamic party announced in

Gaza last week, the Islamic

Salvation Front, includes political

figures from Hamas.

He said the PA welcomed an

Islamic opposition which rejects

violence, and that the Front

would not protect Hamas activists

suspected of links with Izzadin

Kassam from arrest.

But the officer said it is difficult

to penetrate the financial network

that feeds Hamas, since it has

developed sophisticated ways of

channeling money in from around
the world.

Another officer of the PA*s

Preventive Security Service said

Hamas laundered money through
bona-fide businessmen and legal

organizations such as Islamic

non-government organizations
(NGOs).

As with all such operations, the

difficulty is in tracing the original

source and purpose of such
money and it is not realistic sim-

ply to close all Islamic institu-

tions offering social services,, be
said. Even bankers handling

money that reaches Izzadin

Kassam may not know to whom
the money is being sent

He said the closure had not pre-

vented Izzadin Kassam from get-

ting funds flowing through

Islamic institutions and bank
accounts both abroad and inside

Israel.

The PA would try to replace the

Islamic institutions and provide

welfare help through its own
organizations, a PA official said.

A source close to the interna-

tionaldonors said the PA wants to

change the laws governing the

activities of local NGOs now act-

ing independently.

.
It favored a system similar to

Egypt’s where even NGOs must
report all dealings to the interior

ministry.

The World Bank has proposed

setting up a social fund to channel
money to Palestinian NGOs as

well as PA institutions.

It would thus .come under the
system of checks used for all

donor money and offer the PA a
way to replace Islamists in offer-

ing social services. Once such a

social fund is established, the

World Bank would persuade
donors to pay its annual budget,

the source said.

UN suspects Iraq has hidden
i
lethal missiles to be fired at Israel

A:
United Nations commission
suspects that Iraq bas hid-

_ _

tden between six and 16 bal-

• fistic missiles capable of being
'-fired at Israel. Kuwait or Saudi
^Arabia with warheads containing
jlethal nerve agents or germ
.weapons. UN and US officials say.

L* UN investigators believe the
• filed?urn-range missiles are proba-
x bly being stored on Iraqi trucks and
'shuttled between military installa-
• lions under the command of a gov-
ernment organization determined
io keep them out of sight, accord-

ing to Swedish Ambassador Rolf
I Ekeus, who chairs the UN Special

Commission on Iraq.

Ekeus said the UN commission's
1 new concern about these missiles

'Kelps explain its recent confronta-

tions with the Iraqi government,
2 including five attempts last week
*hy Iraqi authorities to deny UN
• investigators’ access to govern-

ment buildings suspected of har-
- boring launchers or other evidence
‘related to the missiles.

•
;
Those confrontations provoked

• two censures of Iraq by the presi-

dent of the UN Security Council.
• including a statement last week
jirriticizing the “unacceptable'*

^delays faced by commission per-
’ sonnel in inspecting three facilities

‘bear Baghdad that are controlled

l by the Iraqi Republican Guard.

;

‘ Ekeus told the Senate subcom-

mittee on permanent investigations
that “we have a problem” because
Iraq insists it has no such missiles,
and seems determined to prevent
their destruction despite its pledge
to comply with a 1991 Security
Council resolution prohibiting any
Iraqi weapons of mass destruction.

Explaining the context for the
commission’s concerns, Ekeus
noted that Iraq has so far given up
an estimated $75 billion in oil rev-

enues because of the economic
sanctions that, by general agree-
ment, are to be lifted only when
Iraq fully accounts for all die mis-
siles and other weapons it is sus-

pected of developing or acquiring.

Iraq's apparent aim in forgoing
this immense revenue has been to

protect these weapons or die capa-
bility to produce them, Ekeus said.

This raises the significance ... of
the missing pieces enormously.”

The UN's expression of concern
represents a turnabout from its

statements in 1994 and early 1995
that Iraq evidently had destroyed

all of its ballistic missiles. The shaft

stems from Iraq's abrupt disclosure

last year that it had accumulated

more ballistic missiles than the UN
previously believed, by producing

some on its own in addition to buy-

ing some from foreign suppliers.

The missiles that die UN is now
looking for are modified versions

of the Scuds that Iraq purchased

El-Bashir vows no
retreat from Islam

NEWS AGENCIES

BEFORE thousands of

.dancing supporters.

Sudan's newly elected

, president scoffed at the threat of

;UN sanctions and promised to

i build on Islamic society.

S Thousands of Sudanese, many
of them chanting, singing and
! playing drums, surged into

: downtown Khartoum at the

weekend to celebrate Lt-Gen.

Omar el-Bashir’s victory in elec-

tions be had been expected to

'win. The victory confirmed him
- in the role he assumed when he

; overthrew Sudan’s elected gov-

ernment in 1989.

Addressing crowds at the

Republican Palace, el-Bashir

'called himself the president of all

i Sudanese and stud he would not

allow the return of political par-

- ties, which were banned after the

roup.
• “Threats and plots will never

deter us from pursuing our poli-

fcv.” said el-Bashir, wearing a tra-

ditional Sudanese white gown.

}*AU the world has to know we

are not letting the banner of

Shari’a fall because it has been

immersed in the blood of our

martyrs, our brothers and our

>ons.”

In tite announced results el-

fiashir got 75* of the vote in his

bid for a five-year term. He faced

40 little-known candidates dur-

ing the March 6-17 balloting, and

his closest opponent received just

2.4* of the vote.

• The real power tn Sudan, Ihow-

Jsver, is believed to be Hasson

Turabi, a Moslem fundamentalist

Cleric who won a parliamentary

seat in the elections.

• He previously did not bold an

official position, but has guided

efforts to rigorously apply

Islamic law.

The elections were the first m

idan since 1986. Opposition

aders, including former P«®e
Radio el-Mahdi, dj^

KHARTOUM
missed them as a crude attempt to

legitimize the Islamic regime.

Southern rebels. mainly

Christians and followers of tribal

faiths who are opposed to Islamic

law, also urged a boycott.

Most candidates elected to the

new 400-seat National Assembly
are el-Bashir's supporters.

In Cairo, the Sudanese opposi-

tion in exile said the turnout in

the presidential and parliamen-

tary elections was only 5%, not

72.2% as stated by the official

commission.

The National Democratic

Alliance (NDA). which advised

Sudanese to boycott the elec-

tions, also said the government

had decided the results in

advance.

The NDA includes the two big

traditional Sudanese parries, the

Umma and the Democratic

Unionists, as well as the southern

rebels of the Sudan People’s

Liberation MovemenL
The NDA again dubbed the poll

“a desperate attempt to legitimize

an isolated dictatorship rejected

by the Sudanese people and the

international community.”

It did not say how it was able to

estimate the rate of voter partici-

pation. though the alliance does

have an extensive presence in

Sudan. Many prominent but inac-

tive politicians living in

Khartoum are de-facto members,

but cannot say so io public.

The elections in Sudan came

amid deepening economic prob-

lems caused in part by a 13-year

civil war in fhe south ana

Sudan’s growing isolation from

Eoypt and its east African neigh-

bora, wbicb accuse it of support-

ing Moslem rebels within their

borders.

The UN has threatened sanc-

tions over Sudan’s failure to turn

over three men wanted tor

attempting to kill President

Hosni Mubarak last JuneL
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from the Soviet Union during the
1980s, and each has a range of 600
kilometers. Similar missiles with
conventional warheads were fired
from mobile launchers at Saudi
Arabia and Israel during the Gulf
War.

After the war, Iraq initially

denied that it had also produced
warheads containing lethal chemi-
cal and biological agents.

But the August 1995 defection to

Jordan of Hussein Kamel, a senior
Iraqi weapons official, provoked
officials in Baghdad to turn over
previously hidden evidence that it

had indeed produced 25 Scud war-
heads filled with botulinum toxin

and bacteria capable of causing

anthrax disease, as well as 50 war-

heads filled with chemical nerve

agents. Kamel was killed when be
returned to Iraq last montb.
The materials Iraq used in these

warheads are among the most
deadly substances known. But Iraq

claimed they had all been secretly

destroyed after the Gulf war ended
in 199J.

UN suspicions that these war-

heads may still exist are largely

based on Iraq’s failure to turn over

documents that corroborate the

claim that they were destroyed,

such as specific orders by the Iraqi

leadership, Ekeus said. “All our
experience is that these decisions

are carefully registered" in Iraqi

documents, and the absence of
these documents raises grave ques-

tions.

A US official said that

Washington shared Ekeus's con-
cerns. ^even months after Iraq’s

admission, there are still no docu-

ments Your suspicion has to

grow- that [the weapons] still

exist" Washington is particularly

concerned that the Iraqi AI-Amin
AJ-Khass (Special Security Force)

is managing the country's effort to

keep the missiles hidden, the offi-

cial said.

In the UN effort last week,
inspection teams were dispatched

without advance notice to a
Baghdad building suspected of

housing missile procurement docu-

ments and to four facilities con-

trolled by the Iraqi Republican
Guard. “We know the efforts to

hide these missiles have been
linked to these institutions and
organizations,'' Ekeus said.

At several ofthe facilities, delays

ranging from two to 18 hours

ensued before inspection teams
were finally allowed inside, and no
missiles were found.

CIA director John M. Deutch,

who also appeared before the sub-

committee, said that if the delays

become routine. Iraqi officials will

have “ample opportunity to

destroy relevant documents,

remove suspect material, and ulti-

Hnssein Khaiaf celebrates - at the Iraqi embassy inAmman
in October of last year- Saddam Hussein’s re-election to a
new term as president Jordan announced it bad expelled

Khaiaf, an Iraqi assistant press attache, for behavior
incompatible with his diplomatic status - usually a refer-

ence to spying. (Reuters)
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Arafat’s regional isolation grows
government’s decision to stop work

on the Hebron-Jerusalem bypass is meant
to emphasize Israel’s resolve not to evac-

uate Hebron on time unless the Palestinians

change their covenant, and bring Izzadin

Kassam terrorist Mohammed Dief to trial.

The real implication runs deeper, raising

doubts as to whether Yasser Arafat will be able

at all to spread his authority to die West Bank, or

whether he can overcome the “West Bank obsta-

cle” on his planned way to Jerusalem.

If this is so, the final status negotiations

between Israel and the Palestinians may not only

miss their scheduled start in May. but they may
see a tectonic shift toward the idea of an all-Arab
delegation negotiating on behalf of the

Palestinians.

Jerusalem is a bone of contention not only

between Israel and the Palestinians, but between

the Palestinians and other Arabs, who do not

consider Jerusalem to be the exclusive domain

of the Palestinians. This can be seen behind the

scenes of die current PA-Jordan struggle on

security matters.

While Israel and Washington try to involve

Jordan in anti-Hamas coordination with the PA,

the Palestinians consider this an attempt to

restore Ionian to the West Bank though a tear

security door.

After the last blitz of suicidal terrorism. Arafat

ANALYSIS

PINHAS INBARI

One of his claims was that Jordan was the rear

base for Hamas logistics.

What be wanted was to relieve the pressure

and shift it toward Jordan. What he got was
demands by Israel and Washington to improve

his relations with Amman to improve coordina-

tion on antiterrorist matters.

But it seems Arafat considers sharing security

coordination with Jordan would give Amman an

excuse to be involved in final status issues such

as Jerusalem and refugees.

Two Jordanian ministers indeed went to Gaza
and their visit shed unexpected light on Arafat’s

weakness as a partner in regional security and
raised doubts whether he had any ability to con-

trol the West Bank after solidly establishing him-

self in Gaza.

On regional coordination, Arafat showed no
inclination to allow Jordan to be involved in his

campaign against Hamas. Nonetheless, the mere
fact of tiiis meeting with the Jordanians aroused

the suspicion of his senior security man in the

West Bank, fibril Rajoub.

Rajoub correctly assumed that any coordina-

tion between Arafat and Jordan would be at his

expense; the Jordanians steadfastly refuse to

have any son of contact with him. So, if be was

to stay responsible for West Bank security,

Arafat could countAmman out
Rajoub did not trust Arafat and began to carp

about him. Rajoub told a meeting of Palestinian

police chiefs in Jericho: “AD of us are being

turned into spies for Israel in Arafat’s company."
Arafat's reaction was characteristically swift; he
called Rajub, told him to “go home” and called

Hussein Sheikh, once Rajoub’s deputy and now
responsible for criminal investigations in

Ramallah, as a replacement.

What Arafat did not take into account was that

he has lost his power over Rajoub, who declined

to obey. The security man supposed to pave
Arafat's way in the West Bank turned out to be
his first stumbling block.

At the same time, regional security coordina-

tion started immediately after the Sharm e-

Sheikb conference - but without die participa-

tion ofthe PA. Jordan, Egypt, the US and Britain

are members of a club that has denied entrance

to Arafat

We can sense Arafat’s frustration from the

timing of his decision to abolish the name West
Bank in favor of “northern districts of
Palestine.”

“West Bank” preserves the memory of
Jordan’s mle, “northern districts” reminds every-

one of the new rule in Gaza. It is highly doubtful

that changes in terminology will help Arafat out

of his plight now.

The diverse
Middle East
communities
of the US

THERE have been reports of
Lebanese Moslems and
Christians settling in

California and exploiting their reli-

gion. Some of these people have

posed as clergy but are in fact total-

ly ignorant in religious matters.

Others have become informers

for American security agencies.

In general, the Arab population

of California is quite fragmented
and lacks any unified leadership.

While there are distinguished

Moslem and Christian clerics,

there are also cases of others mak-
ing easy profits under die pretence

of fundraising for religious and
humanitarian causes.

Among Californian Arabs is an
Egyptian community in Los
Angeles which publishes Arabic-

language newspapers. Of special

note are the Egyptian Copts whose
involvement with the Palestinian

cause outstrips even that of

Palestinian exiles. After

Californian Palestinians suffered

some harassment, the Copts helped

form an anti-discrimination com-
mittee.

The Palestinian community in

California is the second biggest in

the United States after that of

Chicago.

There are also many Iraqi

refugees in the US, especially in

Chicago and Michigan. Many of
them arrived after the unsuccessful

rebellion by southern Shi'jjps

which followed the Gulf Warrror

they have come from the Ragta

refugee camp on the bonder of Iraq

and Saudi Arabia where US immi-
gration officials granted them entry

visas.

Iranian immigrants in tire US
come from all political streams -
from monarchists to supporters of
the current regime and members of

the rebel Mujahideen Khalk orga-

nization.

Mujahideen members, as fanati-

cal opponents of the Teheran
regime, are the most politically

active and have been accused of
violence against other Iranian

immigrants.

A unique community is the

Shirazim - people ofIranian origin

who lived in Iraq. These are fol-

lowers of Ayatollah Mohammed
Shirazi - an Iraqi-Iranian cleric

who formerly lived in the Shi’ite

holy city of Kerbala and whose
brother Hassan Shirazi was mur-
dered in Lebanon.
The Shirazim have their head-

quarters in Los Angeles arid they

also have chapters in San Diego
and Washington. They also vie for

influence among Iraqis and
Lebanese living in San Diego.

{A! Diar, Lebanon)
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PESSAH HANDICRAFTS FAIR
100 stands with 40 new exhibitors.

Thousands and thousands of original creations in every price range.

Come early cause the bargains go quickly.

To be opened by Ehud Olmert MK, Mayor of Jerusalem

THE GOLDBERG SPORTS HALL
3 REHOV STERN, MALHA. JERUSALEM

300 meters from Canyon Maiha Plenty of parking space
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Suspicious triumphs

THE almost daily bulletins of spectacular

feats performed by the Palestinian Au-
thority in its anti-terrorist campaign are

nothing short of breathtaking. Hearing PA secu-

rity officers assuring the press that after two

weeks of arrests, searches and interrogations

they are now capable of foiling no less than “90

percent of attacks planned against Israel,
1 ’

Is-

raelis must wonder why it has taken the PA so

long to act.

It is now 31 months since Yasser Arafat

committed himself to fighting terrorism and

punishing anyone resorting to violence against

Israel. In fact, the late prime minister Yitzhak

Rabin would not have signed the Oslo agree-

ment had he not received this commitment in

writing. Yet only now, 213 fatalities and hun-

dreds of wounded later (not counting Palestin-

ian "collaborators” murdered by Arafat’s men
despite his promise to let them be), has the PA
presumably begun to clamp down on the terror-

ists in earnest.

Israelis may be forgiven, then, for feeling less

than sanguine about these triumphs against Ha-

mas and Islamic Jihad. Considering the history

of the PA’s efforts, it is difficult to escape the

suspicion that the PA’s bombastic daily an-

nouncements and cocky assurances are de-

signed mainly to placate Israeli and American

opinion rather than disable the Islamists.

Stories about sudden discoveries of plots

against the PA itself seem particularly suspi-

cious. And staged interviews with killers who
say that their main goal is to bring the Likud to

power, or with would-be suicides who claim

that they have been driven to despair by hunger

caused by the closure, do not inspire confidence

in the seriousness of the PA efforts. Nor do

Arafat’s continued claims of “proof* that Is-

raeli army "extremists” have collaborated in

the suicide bombings.

On the contrary, such acts tend to reinforce

the feeling of deja vu. The mass arrests and
stories of nefarious plots, secret cells and huge
arms caches seem merely an improved version

of wbar the PA had always done following

terrorist incidents.

Yesterday, another “sensational” discovery

was announced: Palestinian police uncovered a

secret Hamas network dedicated “to attacking

Israel and weakening Arafat.” And it was Mo-
hammed Dahlan, Arafat’s senior security aide

himself, who gave this sensational news to

Reuters. The plot, he said, “came to light

during questioning of suspects detained in the

crackdown on Hamas.”
To skeptics this may appear like an amazing-

ly propitious discovery, for it seems to refute

Israeli charges that Che PA is not unhappy about

Hamas and Jihad activities. Nor does the rest of

the announcement serve to alleviate suspicions.

For Dahlan carefully assures Israelis that these

newly found “secret cells” are far more dan-

gerous than such wanted terrorists as Moham-
med Dief and Yahya Ghoul who are urgently

wanted by Israel. Dief, wanted for mastermind-

ing the latest bus bombings, is the terrorist on

whose arrest by the PA Israel has conditioned

the evacuation of Hebron. Clearly, Dahlan is

trying to rationalize failing to arrest Dief (a

close friend) by claiming he has found a much
more dangerous cell.

It can only be hoped that the government will

not again fail for this transparent Palestinian

charade. The fact is that there is no “born

again” Palestinian Authority. There is almost

no qualitative difference between what the PA
is doing now and what it did in the past. In

trying to convince Congress that the PA has

reformed. Assistant Secretary of State for Near

Eastern Affairs Robert Pelletreau assured the

House International Relations Committee that

on March 3 “Arafat and the PA outlawed the

militaiy wings of Islamic movements and ail

other paramilitary organizations in the West
Bank and the Gaza Strip...”

Unfortunately, this is simply not true. Arafat

said he would consider putting an eye on these

organizations and monitoring their activities,

but he never issued anything like an order to

outlaw them. (Pelletreau can hardly be blamed

for this misinformation. The PLO’s Abu Mazen
himself had falsely announced that these orga-

nizations have been outlawed.)

Both American and Israeli officials deny

knowledge of an agreement between the PLO
and Hamas, but there is no longer any doubt

about its existence. Last Friday, Professor Ye-

hoshua Porat, the country’s leading expert on

the Middle East (who as a former Meretz Knes-

set candidate can hardly be suspected of politi-

cal motives), unequivocally asserted that such

an agreement exists. It is an “understanding"

which gives tacit PLO consent to Hamas strikes

against Israel as long as they, are not launched

from PA-ruled areas,, or at feast not acknbwP
edged to originate there. -

If Israel again hastily praises Arafat for his

efforts, and neither demands that he assume

responsibitity for all terrorist acts committed by

Palestinians, nor threatens to suspend further

negotiations and withdrawals until terrorist ac-

tivity stops, Arafat will have no incentive to

fight terror. On the contrary. He will continue to

use the killings as he has used them in the past:

to urge an acceleration of the process and de-

mand larger contributions for the PA. It is time

Israel saw through this and put an end to it.'

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
VISITING DIGNITARIES

Sir, - 1 fondly remember the day

Sadat came to Jerusalem. My neigh-

bors and I lined the streeel in antici-

pation of glimpsing the motorcade.

Jerusalemites were excited. The at-

mosphere was festive. That was then

and this is now.
Now, when I hear of a head of

state coming to visit, I involuntarily

think only of Alcatraz or solitary

confinement. The municipality

sends out leaflets very politely in-

forming us that this might be a good
day to stay in bed My kids, if they

arrive at school at ail, are usually

dropped off "somewhere” and hike

home by themselves. When your
kids are seven and nine, you wonder
if this is what is meant as a growing
experience. Going to work? Parking

your car? Expecting a delivery? For-

get it Meeting an overseas visitor?

Have to be in Tel Aviv? 'Want to

drive to Mevasseret? Please put your
life on hold.

From motorcades to marathons,
ia a capital that is not officially

recognized, the government an-
nounces, “If I forget thee, 0 Jerusa-
lem...” 1 sit on my balcony ponder-
ing “Do not pass go, do not collect

$200, go directly to jafl.”

RACHEL BLASS
Jerusalem.

CATTY
Sir, - Shame on Allan Shapiro

and the editors of The Jerusalem
Post for his snarling attack on the

investigative techniques of liana

Dayan ("Media's role as tribune,"
March 15). He is entitled to his

opinion of her handling of the chief-

of-staff, but his use of offensively
sexist terms, “female rottweiler”

and “bitch,” should have been

muzzled.

I personally appreciated her forth-

right questions - questions I would
have asked myself, had I been given
the task of interviewing Lt-Gen.

Shahak, and which led us beyond
the usual slogans and pat answers
which did not suit the situation. But
agree or not, criticism should have
been directed at the issue, not the

person (or female). It made Shapiro
seem so catty.

A. BECKER
Petah Tikva,

IN THE LINEAGE OF
PROPHECY

Sir, - Susan Hattis Rolef s article

of March 5,
*

‘The dialogue has to go
on” was undoubtedly in. keeping
with the Jewish tradition of prophe-
cy. The prophets of the Jewish faith

always spoke out against the voices

of the unsettled masses, trying to

lead them ro a place of stability and
safety. Hie prophets were the ones

who, in the midst of calamity, main-
tained rationality. They were the

ones who recognized that when the

masses lost their common sense
temporarily, someone needed to re-

mind them of their faith in God and
human wisdom.

In the lineage of true prophecy,

Ms. Rolef has unequivocally chosen
peace rather than violence, justice

rather than revenge, and reconcilia-

tion “with” othere rather than vic-

toty “over” them. Only prophets of
peace like Susan Hattis Rolef can
maintain and perpetuate such an

honorable stance in the midst of
tragedy and tenor. Ms. Rolef dem-
onstrated that only by maintaining

an inner peace can we contribute to

external peaceful solutions. I hope
her words will not fall on deaf ears,

but rather, will be taken up by the

entire Jewish community as a chal-

lenge to accept their role as prophets
as well.

SRO. DAVID BERCEU MM.
Bethlehem.

NATIONAL PRIDE
Sir, - At the Sharm e-Sheikh

Conference, every leader spoke in

his native language: Clinton in En-
glish, Yeltsin in Russian, the Arab
notables in Arabic, etc. On-the-spot
simultaneous translation was avail-

able to alL

Only one leader lacked elemen-

tary national pride. Our prime min-
ister addressed the meeting, not in
Hebrew, but in a foreign tongue.

Happily, President Weizmandoes
not suffer from this inferiority com-
plex. His refusal - overriding Per-
es s admonishment — to welcome
President Clinton anywhere but in

Jerusalem, Israel’s capital, is doubly
heart-warming.

EDGAR SAPPHIRE
Givatayim.

SUPPORT FROM'
ABROAD

Sir, - On March 3, Stewart Weiss

wrote a plea to American parents

(this before the two terrible terror

attacks of Sunday and Monday) to

send their daughters to study in Isra-

el because of the terror attacks and

the need for Diaspora Jewiy to show
solidarity with Israel.

I too work with young women
who come to study in IsraeL I too

wish that young women will contin-

ue to choose to study in Jerusalem -
but not God forbid, as sacrifices to a

cause. No parent should be asked to

show his support for Israel by offer-

ing bis child on the altar. Students

come to Jerusalem to study each
year in large numbers, because Jeru-

salem affords opportunities to learn,

to experience the depth of Jewish

life, to ensconce oneself in the atmo-
sphere of the ancient and modem
Jerusalem, to grow and develop as a

Jew. Hopefully, the vast opportuni-

ties afforded by this experience will

outweigh the perceived dangers of
life in Jerusalem.

I applaud those from abroad who
show their solidarity by continuing

to visit Israel during these times of
crisis. 1 appreciate those who call

and fax, just to say they are thinking

of us and are concerned for us. I

hope that parents will not allow their

fears to overcome them and call

their daughters home. But I under-

stand their fears.

We, who have chosen; to make
Israel our home, often live with fear.

We understood this to be a parr of
Jewish life in a land not yet free

from enemies. Each of ns came to

our own decisions to make aliya

after folly considering the dangers.

Our ideological commitment out-

weighs our feats — even when our

fears are considerable. It is wonder-

ful when Jews from abroad can ac-

cept the same harsh realities and

show their support It is even more

wonderful when we can all enjoy the

benefits of living in Jerusalem or

visiting it

SHOSHANA SOUTH;
Dean,

Cold College for Women
Jerusalem.

Those who are guilty

Afew houses up the road

from my home is where the

public inquin commission

meets to investigate the -«ecurity

failures that made the Rabin mur-

der possible. From tm window 1

can see the guards watching the

building.

Hearing from many sides that

we must internalize the recent

major tenor attacks with great

restraint. I have now started to

view events next door from anoth-

er perspective.

The Rabin murder was terrible

emotionally. But analyzed ratio-

nally, it was the murder of one

man, albeit a prime minister, by

one fanatic, albeit an Israeli.

The commission next door is

investigating a momentary securi-

ty failure. That was also the case

with the commission that looked

into the murderous acts of another

lone fanatic, Baruch Goldstein.

The commission inquiring into the

Sabra and Shaliila massacre, com-
mitted by Lebanese Christians,

also dealt wiih an event which

took place during a brief period.

In contrast, the Israeli security and

political judgment failures which
have made the latest terrorist attacks

so effective from Hamas's point of

view are not isolated events.

If we compare them to the

above-mentioned incidents, we
confront a quantum leap in gov-

ernment misjudgrnent and negli-

gence. Ait almost random newspa-

per selection, based on sources

within or close to the government,

bears this out.

In a recent interview with

Ma'ariv, former head of Israeli

military intelligence Gen. Uri

Saguy stated that while in his post,

he told both late prime minister

Rabin and then foreign minister

Shimon Peres that there were clear

signs of a Lebanon-like situation

developing in Gaza. Peres's reply:

"You are destroying my peace.”

To this Saguy retorted: “1 bring

you a bad message, and you shoot

at the messenger. It is not my task

to build or destroy your peace. 1

have to draw a realistic picture.”

MANFRED
GERSTENFELD

A few months ago Jacques

Neriah. a former senior Rabin

adviser, withdrew his book of

memoirs shortly before it was ro

be published. But several chapters

appeared in Yctiiol Aharortot, and

they reveal some of the negligence

on the Israeli side in the original

Oslo negotiations.

It is not too early to

cal! for a commission

of inquiry on Oslo

IN A recent weekend issue Yediot

went into detail over how the pro-

gram Minister Shahal presented to

the government in April 1995 to

prevent or reduce terrorism had
been continuously delayed for a

variety of reasons. "I can only

regret the time wasted,” the minis-

ter said. He ought to have said

“lives wasted.”

Police chief Assaf Hefetz noted

that he and his people had pointed

out from the beginning of the

political process that caJastrqphes

would result from the negligence

of tite Palestinian Authority: “The
police had a number of meetings

with decision-makers in the azmy
and security forces in which they

said: *We know that old mines in

the Gaza Strip are being disman-

tled and new bombs prepared

from the explosives.... The terror-

ists collect these materials. There

is nobody to prevent them from

doing so.’ I was at the meetings

where these things were said.”

One more quote: “We are get-

ting close to an intolerable situa-

tion with foreseeable conse-

quences: a brake on the autonomy
process, and a definitive closure

of the Gaza frontier to Palestinian

workers. There is the possibility

of the army entering the autonomy

area, leading to a severe, if partial,

step backwards in the peace

process,”

This seems a poor paraphrase of

recent government statements.

The only thing that makes it rele-

vant is that it comes from an inter-

view 2 gave to the Italian daily

Awenire in October 1994, after

the terrorist attack on bus No. 5

on Dizengoff Street in Tel Aviv.

Today, more than 16 months on
and many hundreds of civilian

deaths and wounded from terror-

ism later, it is not only a frustrat-

ing but a frightening thought that

someone like myself, without

access to secret information, who
practices a profession remote

from politics, can arrive at what is

retrospect seems a much more
realistic assessment of the future

than that of those inpower.

If an outsider’s rigid analysis,

using business strategy methods,

can be more reliable than the

analyses of Israel's top politicians,

we're in big trouble.

What is tragic is that the few
sources (among many) 1 have quot-

edabove point up the gravity ofthe
problem: Those in charge were

aware of the situation, but pre-

ferred to dose their eyes to the

warnings.

Hefetz made another forecast on
Dizengoff after the recent bomb-
ing: "From now on, it will be like -

this. We will have an ongoing
number of terrorist attacks.”

The Torn Kippur War led to foe

Agranat commission of inquiry

which had to collect its material

largely from hidden sources. On
Oslo and what followed much
material is already out in foe open.

Those who are likely to be
found guilty will fight to put off

the day of judgment until, after

many more dead and wounded, it

becomes unavoidable.

ft is in the nation’s interest to woric

up enough public pressure so that

the inquiry can start immediately.

The writer is an international

business strategist and author of
Israel’s New Future-Interviews.

After all the excitement
This week, with the two

major parties and Meretz
holding primaries, criticism

of this new departure in Israeli

electoral politics has reached new
heights.

Its main thrust is frilly justified;

but one needs to recall just why
primaries were instituted in our

major parties, replacing foe previ-

ous drawing up of candidates’ lists

by the Israeli equivalent of the

“smoke-filled backrooms” of
party bosses in US politics.

The most immediate cause of

the change was foe parties' frantic

response to widespread public
revulsion from party politics. This
came about as a result of foe dirty

“buying” of MKs which marked
Shimon Peres’s failed 1990
attempt to replace the then unity

government with a Labor coali-

tion, with himself as prime minis-
ter.

Remember the slogan “Enough!
We’ve had it with aU of you!”
which swept the country? That
slogan and the public atmosphere
it reflected were instrumental in

getting the law for direct election

of the premier adopted a ycar-and-
a-half later.

To this one must add foe grow-
ing “personalization” of Israeli

politics, in contrast to the previous
emphasis on ideology and issues.

The media has made much of
claims by many contenders that
the task of persuading scores of
thousands of party members to

choose them imposed an intolera-

ble burden on those contenders.

To which one might retort,' like

Harry Truman, “If you can’t stand
the heat, stay out of the kitchen.”

But foe problems created by the

primaries are far more serious. On
the party level they work against
the fielding of a balanced list, both
in aiming for a Knesset faction

marked by a balance of personal
and professional qualities in

YOSEF GOELL

future MKs, and in achieving a

balanced ticket that could hope to

win votes for the party.

Parly leaders have been trying to

cancel out this drawback by estab-

lishing quotas for women, Arabs,

and new immigrants.

An even more serious criticism

of foe primaries is that foe quali-

ties needed to compete successful-

ly in them - the megalotnanic

Now we’ve seen the

primaries at work,

let’s think again

drive for exposure, the resort to

the basest gimmicks, the fawning
on narrow interest groups and to

middlemen who promise to deliv-

er blocs of voters -are opposed to

foe qualities required of a proper-

ly functioning MK.

IT IS no secret that the level of
MKs from nearly all parties in

recent Knessets has deteriorated

markedly from that of oar early

parliaments.

Nearly no men or women of
moral stature, with impressive
records of accomplishment, the

kind we should be attracting to
serve as MKs will agree to debase
themselves and waste their time

by running in primaries.

Conclusion: If we persist with
the primaries system, we will be
getting not so much second-best,

but very often close to worst.

And this at a time when ft is

more important than ever to
strengthen foe Knesset vis-a-vis a
stronger popularly elected prime
minister.

A stronger Knesset means one
whose members will assert their

independence of foe executive, as

well as their determination to ful-

fill the Knesset’s role as its over-

seer.

That can only come about if

candidates of stature are attracted

to run for foe Knesset - and foal

will not happen as long as we
insist on holding primaries.

A further reason to oppose pri-

maries is the high cost of all foe

.

gimmicks needed to run and win
in them.
For foe first time in Israel’s elec-

toral history, a premium has been

placed on haying a lot of money
and being willing to spend ft on
one's own primary campaign

, or
that of a beholden MK.
Office holders have already

been tempted to make illegal use
of their organizations’ budgets to
fund their personal primary cam-

alternative to primaries? It

isn’t returning to the party bosses'
“nominating committees.”
Primaries could be retained in local
races for those parts of foe major
party lists that are made up of
regional or sectoral constituencies.
But candidates for the “national

lists” who aspire to cabinet posts
and national leadership should be
chosen by party central commit-
tees.

The oligarchic drawback of this
solution should be balanced by a
truly democratic reform: granting
voters in national elections the
power to cross out, write in and
rearrange the order of candidates
on the lists for which they vote.

In the past this would have been
technically impossible. With
today’s computers, it is a cinch. It

would also challenge our party
politicians to give voters the real
and final say in who makes up the
Knesset.

The writer comments on current
affairs.

Lost
words
HELEN MOTRQ

I
hxt foe nadir of mylij^c
life when a writer friend tn .foe

US remarked: “Your last letter

sounded like it w**

one writing English as a second

7$

year’s suit, clutching a nee ticket

“Skta'theUSforatriplted

become heady on _

on foe theater. I loved dre birez

around me on foe train, tte back*

,

ground hum to. restaurants
- -the

indefinable familiar cadences of

one’s native tongue, comforting

even without distinguishing indi-

vidual words.

It became a treat just to hear a

conversation and understand it all

- even more to speak and know I

had absolute control over what

came out of my mouth.

put what leapt out from that

friend’s remark made me see I

had been kidding myself.

To American ears that haven t,

like mine, spent seasons out of

touch, l have taken on foe grating

overtones of a foreigner. Even foe

best of my phrases fall just a mil-

limeter off the mark.

Among us expatriates to Israel

it is common to exclaim with*'

exasperation, “Now what’s the!

word I’m looking for?” It’s gottenj

to foe point where I can’t speak^

any language! ' Certainly not..,

Hebrew -and now I’m forgetting,;,

English as well! *

v i

Here we are generous and for-..,

giving wife one another, we gen-,-

fry feed words into one another s
’

mouths, much as.one would feed .,

an invalid.

Speaking may be bad, but writ- *

.

ing is dreadful.

One’s syntax becomes archaic,;.,

stilted, unnatural. The words-,

don’t flow - they need to be. ;

dredged up from memory. ,»

Aim the expressions that pop .

into my mind are childish, banal. ...

I often find myself proud to have >

written some phrase - only to- -

reread it later and realize with

horror that any tenth-grade

English teacher would have :

*

scrawled “Cliichd - Revise!” in,-,

red pen across my paper.

My language is running away
from me, and I cannot catch up.

I languish in a sea full of for-

eign syllables. Here everything!

is written in a backwards, alpha-

.

bet — ; but. .1
.
am the perpetual

dyslexic.
*

7
, . -j

At foe very least 1 aim in good
company. I conjure up other dera-

,

created writers to find parallels,

.

hoping to take courage. ,

Help! My language

is running away,

and I can’t catch up

OVID, banished to foe Balkans,

begged the Emperor Augustus to

be allowed back to Rome, to no s
‘

avail: He died in exile. Dante was;
thrown out of his beloved;
Florence, and for ever after

dreamed and wrote about it

But he was banished only a few
kilometers away to Padua, even
though in his lifetime he was
never allowed to set foot in his

city again. He was in the same
province, with the same customs,
and, above all, the same lan-
guage.

Maybe that was still more cruel

.

a fate: to be within a stone’s

throw of what you Jove and have .

it forever out of reach?
Unlike me. I can hop on a

jumbo any Saturday and in 12.

hours be at foe newsstand, just,
when the shows are letting out. ini

time to buy foe early edition of
the Sunday Tunes. Do l savor .

them more because 1 can read;

.

only a handful of Sunday papers,
instead of all 52?

'

Isabelle Allende is now livingt .

in California - will she be able
to produce a House of the
Spirits set in the San Joaquin '<

:

Valley? And who heard much- :

from Alexander Solzhenitsyn
after he moved from Russia to-
Vennont? Now that he is back
east, will his ink start to flow;
again, or has long exile frozen!
it for good? i

But wbat of Joseph Conrad who*
wrote m his adopted tongue? And!
foe recently-deceased Joseph!
groasky, winner of the Nobel*
Prize for writings in both his first!
and seared tongues? Should 12
throw m my own face foe gor-'

R°“? ^grant English prose of!
Vladimir Nabokov? Can 1 really}
evoke New England whilei

SSStT* a yeUow ^
Henry Miller recreated;

Brooklyn while sitting in a!
ansian attic. But my average}

mrod cannot reach backwards
“rough space as well as time and)
cbaige my calcified English,
synapses back into life., jsometimes I doubt my strength to;

*
make the dry bones live. StiU. Ij

will aim high: for poignancy and-
for mith, and for elements of.
style. •

•
wnterm ** lawyer who livesm hfar Shmaryahu.

4
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Where there’s

smoke...
PARENTING
RUTH MASON

r
sometimes enjoy smoking
marijuana. I know how that’s
lookedupon here, but I came

of age in the Sixties in the US,
and for us it was just a part of
life. I've seen no detrimental
effects from occasional marijua-
na use. To me, it’s like having a
glass of wine, something thud a
responsible adult can do from
time to time.

My problem is this: / have
three children aged 11, 13 and
14. / don’t smoke in front of
them, but 1 don’t know how /
would handle the situation ifthey
were to walk in onme andsee me
smoking. Should 1just tell them
what I’m doing? If marijuana
were legal, as it is in some coun-
tries, I would have no problem
with that. But because it is illegal

here. I keep what I do a secret

from them. What should I say to

them ifthey ever catch me in the
act?

Hilorie Baer. MSW. individual

and family therapist with a spe-

cialty in addiction, replies:

Avoid smoking under circum-
stances in which your children

may chance to appear, because
any respoose 'you give-will be
problematic. .

* ‘ '

If you~decidte*to keep it seeret

from them and not explain wbat it

is. they will conclude that it is a

secret thing that Mom or Dad
does in the bedroom. That kind of

interpretation can be very confus-

ing and/or anxiety-provoking for

children.

If they see you. they may spend

a lot of time wondering about
questions Like these: What is Mom
doing? Why does she have that

look on her face when I walk into
the room? What is that weird
smell? Why won’t she tell me
what it is?

If you can’t respond directly to

their questions, you leave a lot of
room for their imaginations to
work.

On the other band, telling a 12-

or 13-year-old what you are doing
and why you are doing it in secret

is problematic in two ways. By
telling them, you are expecting
them to understand, integrate and
feel comfortable with the fact that

their parent is doing something
illegal.

The other problem with telling

them is that, unless you feel com-
fortable with your kids revealing

this information outside the

home, you'll have to bring them
into your secret. They’ll have to

keep it a secret as well, and that

will put pressure on them. That’s
too much of a burden for a child.

But if you do smoke in the

house and they do become aware
of it, deal with it as you would.,

were a*child- to walk in on your
haVi ng‘

? ‘ sexual' ‘ intercourse.

Evaluate bow much they can take

in, bat basically say, “This is

something private, and that’s why
I close the door." Don’t go into

too much detail. The focus should

be on relieving potential anxiety.

If you have a question about

parenting, write to: Parenting,

POB 81. Jerusalem 91000

Music
The Kiryat Yam
Youth Orchestra
gives teenagers
with no musical
background the
chance of a

lifetime, Sylvia
Benjamin-Lief

writes

TEN-year-oJd Hava Mashasba
says "I used to take a broom
and imagine it to be my gui-

tar” Twelve-year-old Yisraela Ezra
recalls that *Tn Ethiopia ray brother
played a bamboo flute, i longed to

do so too. Now my dream has come
true."

These girls are two of 22 musical-
ly gifted Ethiopian youngsters for
whom a seemingly unattainable
dream came true when they were
accepted to the Kiiyat Yam Youth
Orchestra last October.

Kiryat Yam, a small town on the
coast between Haifa and Nahariya,
is hardly a place in which one would
expect to find a youth orchestra of
international repute. Yet the orches-
tra, founded by the conductor Motti
Eines (a former student of Mendi
Rodan), consists of 268 youths from
diverse backgrounds.

Fourteen-year-old Russian-bom
flutist Tania for example, joined the

orchestra soon after her arrival in

Israel last year. Unlike most of the

other musicians, who had no musi-
cal background, she had already

won second prize in the 1993
Olympiad in the CIS. Her parents

moved to Kiiyat Yam to enable her
tojoin the orchestra.

“Our secret is thar we love our
work, we love the children and we
believe in them,” says Eines.

“The musical training changed
my life and gave it meaning,”
affirms Shalom Malul, an 18-year-

old Israeli of Moaxrcan and
Algerian descent One of the first

children tojoin the orchestra after its

inception in 1991. he says "I even
became more disciplined at school

and got better grades."

Shalom hopes to do his army ser-

vice playing the tuba in the IDF mil-

itary band.

“We started out with only 25 chil-

dren,” recalls the director. ‘They
came from die [local] Levinson reli-

gious high school and the Rodman
secular high school. At first we had
to wdrk’really hand to interest them
in tb^prmect This meant taking a
simple music aptitude test. It was
only two or three months later that

we were approached fay dozens of
children who literally begged to be
accepted.”

Eines started the project with only

five teachers. He now has 14 highly

qualified and experienced instruc-

tors.

makes these teens go round

Two of the 268 members of the orchestra try their hand with the flute; Orchestra spokeswoman Jane Gutman (below) with three
students: We never criticize the children but we do posh them quite hard from one level to the next (Eyal Landesman'j

The orchestra's British-bom
spokeswoman Jane Gutman leaches

the flute. Her love of music and her

enthusiasm for her work are infec-

tious. She believes music teachers

can always find a way to overcome
that critical moment when a child

might want to abandon his music. It

is no wonder that her two sons, Avi,

15, and Yoni, 13, also love music
and play the guitar.

Gutman, who also coordinates the

Ethiopian project, says, “On Tu
Bishvat these lovely [Ethiopian]

children took part in their first con-

cert The look on their faces, the

inner warmth and the smiles - I’ve

never seen anything like it

“We never criticize the children

but we do push them quite hard

from one level to the next”

THE PUPILS study at three differ-

ent levels. The initial level, the

“training band,” is the one into

which newcomers enter after six

months of basic music orientation.

At the second level, the “lowerinter-

mediate stage," students normally

continue training for a yean At the

top level, the “concert band,” the

young musicians play both classical

and jazz, and are offered opportuni-

ties to perform at prestigious events

here and abroad
The orchestra travels overseas

twice a year, it is currently touring

Switzerland, Germany and France.

It represented Israel at the Berlin

Festival in 1992 and played with the
German National Youth Band in

Germany in 1994. In addition, it has

won prizes in a number of competi-
tions such as the annual Kfar Sava

Wind Band competition. The con-

cert-band level has also hosted five

European bands, and is a source of
pride to Kiiyat Yam.
Surely this impressive list of

achievements requires a. similarly,

impressve budget^ '^^a^ Yam’s

,

maybr.ShmuelSisso, a musip lover

himself, pays .the teachers’ salaries

from . municipal funds," explains

Eines. “He’s a mayor who places

music and culture high on the list of
priorities.”

• Whereas elsewhere lessons cost

between NIS 250 andNIS 500 per

month, these children pay a nominal
fee of NIS 50, while the Ethiopian

children pay a mere NIS 10. For
this they receive aprivate music les-

son and two orchestral lessons per

week. And musical instruments,

which would otherwise cost NIS
2,000 to NIS 14,000, are made
available to them free of charge.

SWomp. Harir, principal of,.

'.Levinson School, has allotted three

_ temporary bufldings in the school

grounds for the orchestra. Other

sources have donated money to

improve the acoustics in one of the

buildings.

The orchestra’s founder envisions

a real home and concert ball for the

orchestra, as well as a music school

to replace the present accommoda-
tion. Seated in his modest office.

surrounded by pictures and trophies

- evidence of the orchestra’s past

successes - Eines says: “Our chil-

dren, who are already doinga six-to-

nine-point matriculation exam in

music under these conditions, really

do require suitable facilities.

Sometime in the future,” he muses,
“we may find someone to help ful-

fill this d^ream.” .......

So" fittfe Hava Mashasha, who
started out playing the broom, may
yet pass her matriculation exam in

music at a future Kiryat Yam music
school. She may even follow in the

footsteps of those students who
received grants to study with IPO
musicians and become a famous
musician in her own right.

The best of Britain’s entertaining obits

E
life, Maj. Donald Neville-Willing

und his dentures a liability in

mance: “I’m unlikely to be successful

the moon is bright,” he famously

narked.

n death. The Daily Telegraph's obituary

nembered Neville-Willing’s dental anxi-

es, his colorful but entirely unreliable

iries, and his belief that World War Q was

re best thing that ever happened to

glish homosexuals."

during his time as editor of The Daily

\egraph's obituary page, Hugh

issingberd played up the odd and the

[ertaining. and created one of the most

isistently readable pages in the paper.

Foes and friends of the subject should be

[e to derive pleasure from it.” said

issingberd, whose favorites were recent-

rollected in a book. The Daily Telegraph

ok ofObituaries- . , .

Reading over them again, I don t think

re is any malice there. There was mis-

ef in some cases, but not malice, says

issingberd. “I think you want more peo-

to say, ‘Gosh, what a remarkablejife,

1 give them a laugh along **"£*,.
ubtitled “A Celebration of Eocenmc

•es.” the book blends the worthy, the

unefiii and the sublimely ridiculous,

netimes in a single obituary: ...
John Allegro, “the Liberace of biblical

scholarship,” whose promising career as a

scholar of the Dead Sea Scrolls degenerat-

ed into a series of books claiming that

Christianity was a hallucinogenic mush-

room cult; indeed, that Moses, David and

Jesus were fungi. The obituary recalled a

reviewer’s opinion that Allegro’s books
“gave mushrooms a bad name.”
- Nerea de Gifford, author of Whut

British Cats Think About Television, who
had concluded: “Most cats show an interest

of some kind, though it is often of hostili-

ty"
- Lawrence Isherwood, who painted

celebrities as he imagined them in the nude.

The obit recorded Lr. Col. A.D. Win tie's

opinion - “Whar I like about Isherwood’s

paintings is that there is no doubt about

which way they hang” - and reminded

readers that Wintie was “celebrated for

debagging his solicitor [removing his

lawyer's pants]."

- Felix Hope-Nicbolson. whose house-

hold once included “a certain Miss Huntley,

a former governess to the Spanish royal

family, who had a mania for mending

household linen."

_ Peter Langan. the erratic restaurateur

“Often he would pass out amid the cutlery

before doing any damage, but occasionally

he would cruise menacingly beneath the

tables, biting unwary customers' ankles.’

Admittedly, most of the obituaries in The
Daily Telegraph record the passing of mil-

itary heroes, aristocrats and other wor-
thies.

But it also made room for Len Chadwick,

outdoor columnist for the Oldham Evening

Chronicle, with an obituary that might
leave readers regretful, or relieved, that

they never met him:

“A classic autodidact, as he strode along

Chadwick would regale the young boys

who were his most frequent companions
(be was homosexually inclined) with inter-

minable but inspired monologues - often in

Esperanto - on subjects ranging from the

history of socialism or his prisoner-of-war

experiences, to the poetry of Ebenezer

Elliott.”

Massingberd said his term as editor, from

1986 to 1994. was “just a lucky time... a

time when so many legends of the century

were dying.”

That applies especially, he said, to the old

warriors of World War II. “They are mar-

velous stories. We're not going to see their

like again.”

The entertaining warts-and-all obituary

can be as misleading in its way as more
conventional tributes.

“I particularly enjoyed doing the obit of

Sir Hugh Rankin. But only the other day I

spoke to an aunt of mine who said he was

absolutely impossible in real life,”

Massingberd said.

Sir Hugh was variously runner-up in the

All-Britain Sheep Judging Competition,

president of the British Moslem Society,

vice-president of the World’s Buddhist
Association, and an avowed “blood-red

militant communist” as a member of the

Perth County Council.

In celebrating life. The Daily Telegraph

ignores funeral plans, rarely dwells on the

cause of death and never reports the date.

Massingberd recalled arguing with The
Daily Telegraph's former editor. Max
Hastings, about whether the cause of death
should be included.

“The very day after he had more or less

ordered me to do so. someone had died of a

penile implant which had imploded,”
Massingberd said. The subject was
dropped.
Massingberd is mining the archives for

a second collection of obituaries, this one
devoted to military men. And then there

may be another volume about adventur-

ers.

“What interests me is how many
eccentrics there will be in the future,” said

Massingberd, who thinks the breed has
been decimated by modern life. “There are

plenty of people posing as eccentrics, but

the true eccentric is unaware.” (AP)
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loin the first Jerusalem Post
Travel Club tour of

JORDAN
in conjunction with

Shorashim and Ophir Tours.

May 19-22

4 days, 3 nights

We’ve waited a while for !

this tour to take place.

There may be cheaper tours,

but there are none better.
So join us for the ultimate English-speaking tour of

Jordan, staying at 4 and 5 star hotels. After pick-up

in Jerusalem and Tel Aviv, we will cross into Jordan

and visit the ancient city of Gadara (llmm Qais), we
will continue to Jerash, the most complete Roman
city, and to Hamamat Ma'in with its unique canyons

and waterfalls. Overnight at the Ashtar Hotel. View
the Promised Land from ML Nebo, onto Amman,
then Madaba with Its unique mosaic map of Israel,

then a walk through the Ma’in canyon. Another

overnight at the Ashtar. Drive through Na’ura to the

Dead Sea, swim in Wadi Mugib. up to the Crusader

city of Kerak, then on to Petra. Overnight at Taybet

Zaman. Comprehensive tour of Petra, through Wadi
Rum to Akaba, back into Israel and return to

Jerusalem and Tel Aviv.

Price: US$ 495 per person In double room.
Includes 3 nights In 4 and 5 star hotels, half

hoard, 3 breakfasts, 3 evening meals, all

sightseeing, entrance fees, local English-

speaking guide, Israeli English-speaking

escort, transportation from and return to

Jerusalem and Tel Aviv.

For reservations and further information
,
call

Shorashim: Tel. os-666831 <9*0 a.m,-2:30 pm.)

Ask for Bomit, Taml or Varda

Fax. 08-631004 J

1
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Business&Finance
ICL loses

NIS78 million

Clal posts 63% rise

in annual net profits

misiMESS BRIEFS

COMPANY RESULTS

RACHEL NEUMAN

ISRAEL Chemicals - yesterday
reported an annual net loss of
NIS 78.22 million, compared
with net gains of NIS 120.24m.
in 1994.

Annual revenues went up to NIS
‘ 4.35 billion from NIS 3.73b.

Losses were attributed to the

nature of the highly competitive

export market, to export costs cal-

culated id shekels and to wages
which were influenced by govern-

ment policy.

The rate of exchange “serious-

ly” affected profitability, the com-
pany said. “Only efficiency mea-
sures now [being] implemented

prevented more serious damage to

profitability."

Reorganization proceedings

were also cited, including closure

of unprofitable activities, cancel-

lation of investments in machin-

ery due to be shut down or

upgraded, personnel cuts and
recalculation of finances accord-

ing to a new accounting policy.

The company is also in tlThe company is also in the

process of carrying out a $2b.

investment policy, whose effects

are not yet reflected in annual

results.

Last May, following the

February sale of a 24.9% majority

share to Israel Corporation and

the Eisenberg group, ICL (former-

ly a government company)
announced redivision into three

parts: the Dead Sea business

group, tbe Bromine business

group and the Rotem business

group.

It was derided that responsibil-

ity for Fertilizers and Chemicals,

and for research and development

group TAMI would be jointly

handled by the chairmen of tbe

three business groups.

Reorganization of the ICL’s

holding in Dead Sea Works and
the Bromine group was concluded

early last year, so ICL now owns

exploltancSr'of natural febotirces

from the Dead Sea - such as

bromine, potash,- salt, magnesium
and phosphates from the Negev.

Seventy percent of production

takes place in Israel and 87% of all

goods produced are sold abroad.

ICL has subsidiaries in the US,

Germany, France and Holland.

A public share issue on NAS-
DAQ of an additional 20% in ICL
is planned.

Adkerstein Industries posted

an increase in net profits to NIS
10.22m. from NIS 1.2m.

Revenues rose to NIS 164.43ra.

from NIS 141.45m., while earn-

ings per share went up to NIS
031 from NIS 0.04.

Funding costs decreased to NIS
1.9m. from NIS 7.5m. in 1994,

due to a drop in inflation to 8.1

percent from 14.4% in 1994.

Pri Haemek reported annual

net losses of NIS 22.75m., com-
pared with net gains of NIS 2m. in

1994.

Annual revenues fell to NIS
99.13m. from NIS 11856m.
Losses were a result of rises in

the cost of sales, raw materials,

wages, manufacturing, and related

costs

-

Increased competition in the

local market lowered prices and
damaged profitability, as did the

gap between the dollar exchange

rate and CPI.

During the fourth quarter, tbe

company decreased production

and increased raw material pur-

chases.

Israel Land Development
Hotels suffered annual net losses

of NIS 706,000, compared with

net losses ofNIS 890.000 in 1994.

Revenues went up to NIS
169.4m. from NIS 151.55m., of

which NIS 68.8m. represented

hotel activity from NIS 71.8m. in

1994.

Revenues went up to NIS
1005m. from NIS 79.7m.
Mini Line posted a rise in net

profits to NIS 4.7m. from NIS

Revenues went up to NIS
133.2m. from NIS 97.7m. while

earnings.per, share rose to NIS
0.70-from NIS 0.41.

"The company imports and mar-
kets electrical appliances -
including breads King, Electrolux

and Frigidaire - and acts as a dis-

tributor for Motorola cellular

phones.

CLAL (Israel) completed the year

with a 63 percent growth in net

profits, reflecting an improvement
in almost all the holding compa-
ny’s activities. The exception was
the capital market field, which

continued to suffer from a low
level of activity.

The conglomerate yesterday

reported an increase in annual net

profit to NIS 184 million from

NIS 113m. in 1994. The company
more than doubled its fourth quar-

ter net profits to NIS 45m. from
NIS 21m.
Net return on equity on an annu-

al basis increased to 85% from
5.5%. The group's revenues,

excluding revenues from the

insurance sector, increased to NIS
4.8 billion from NIS 4.4b-

GAUT UPKIS BECK

Total revenues, including those

of unconsolidated companies and

also insurance premiums,
increased to NtS 16.4b. from NIS
15.4b.

Exports went up to NIS 4.4b.

from NIS 4.1b. last year.

Key factors which led to the

improvement in earnings included

Clal’s share in the results of oper-

ations in the industrial, com-
merce, construction and real

estate and insurance sectors.

In the industrial segment, profits

increased to NJS 157.6m. from
NIS 101.9m., in the commerce
segment profits rose to NtS
}6.7m. from NIS 3.9m. and in the

construction and real estate sector

profits doubled to NIS 30.2m

-

from NIS 14.8m.
The contribution of the insur-

ance sector earnings rose to NIS
34.3m. from NIS 800,000. despite

heavy losses in the motor vehicle

and property insurance field in the

first quarter'

The capital market field

incurred losses of NIS 7.3m.,

compared with losses of NIS
2.7m. in the previous year, mainly

because of the continued low
level of activity in the sector.

Commenting on the capital mar-
ket. Clal CEO and president
David Wainshal said last week
that "today, the capital market is

low. but in the long run I believe

the situation will change. Foreign

investors are already coming."

$1 billion Wcr tb«n^l0y^^ego' ^catgo from Ben
:

G^on^tportto N^Sni in theNegev, according to the Israeli

Federation of Forwarders and Customs Clearing Agswte

implementation of tbe original plan to bmId^n^p̂
Gurion 2000 terminal.

WORLD BRIEFS

Areentaria offer five times oversubscribed: Investor demand for a

25 percent stake in Spain’s third-largest commercial bank,

Areentaria, was five times oversubscribed,.^ company said yester-

day. Tbe bank, whose full name is Corporacion Bancana dc espana

SA, said the third phase of its privatization drew investor bids worth

735 billion pesetas ($5.9 billion) or 146 million shares, 53 times tbe

size of the offer.
, , _ _ .

Areentaria shares slipped a touch as traders took profits after the

firm annmmfpri the retail price of tbe sale, which reduces the state

holding in the bank group to 26%. Tbe terms of tbe offer meant that

traders could recoup a discount of4% by selling yesterday. Reuter

OPEC basket passes $21 mh»8mnm reference price: The OPEC
crude ofl basket mice reached $21.17 a barrel on Monday, the first

time 4 has achieved tbe $21 "minimum reference price" since

October 1991, an OPEC official said yesterday. The basket price -

derived from the daily spot market values of Algeria’s Saharan

Blend, Indonesia’s Minas, Nigeria’s Bonny Light, Saudi Arabia’s

Arabian Light, Dubai of the United Arab Emirates, Venezuela’s Tia

Juana and Mexico’s Isthmus— has moved up sharply in recent days

.

to mirror a prolonged rally on world futures markets.

The Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC) uses

the basket as a reference to monitor the value oftbe group’s oil pro-

duction. In July 1990, OPEC set $21 as its minimum larger price but

later downplayed its significance and at the request ofseveral mem-
bers eliminated mention of it from the official communique released

at tbe end of OPEC ministerial conferences. Reuter

Willie McLean, owner of Netherton farm in Stirlingshire, (ends to his Aberdeen Angus cattle yes-

terday. His beef supply is in high demand, as It is fed on a wholesome vegetarian diet Beef sales
have plunged since the BSE link to Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease was announced. (Renter)

Israel, PA ban UK meat imports
BOTH Israel and the Palestinian

Authority yesterday announced a
ban on imports of British beef

after the UK government’s disclo-

sure last week that 10 people who
contracted an incurable brain

wasting disease probably got it

from eatiqgrtasjted British'beef.

Ismk.'kupnBte>&ozen mcatfram-
12 nations, two of which reported

incidences of bovine spongiform

encphalopathy, BSE, which is

thought to be transferred to

humans in the form of

JENNIFER FRfEDUN

Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease (CJD),

known as mad cow disease.

France and Ireland have report-

ed isolated cases of BSE, com-
pared to 15.000 cases per year in

the UK. According to guidelines

-set by- Israel’s. -Veterinarians

Association, frozen cattle livers,

bones, hearts and tongues should

not be imported.

The PA released an anxiety-

quelling message, saying it

intends to carefully inspect all

meat imports.

in 1989, the UK banned the use

of sheep organs, cattle brains and
other animal parts in the meat pro-

cessing industry after studies

showed that the parts contained
BSE.

- The UK has said that tbe spread

of CJD is unlikely because of the

measures taken since 1989.

Israel and the PA are among
more than 20 countries to ban
imports of British beef.

Central Europe car sales op 39-2%, Fiat still top: Flat SPA sur-

vived a growing challenge from Volkswagen AG in January to keep

its two-year lead in new aim) sales in central Europe, a Reuters sur-

vey showed. The German automotive group, which in .1995 halved

Flat's lead in 1994, shaved the Italian conglomerate's edge in region-

al sales to just 72 in January 1996. down from 3,608 in January

1995. Overall, new car rose 39.2% to 55,812 in January 1996 from

40,101 in January 1995 in Central European Free Trade Agreement
(CEFTA) countries. CEFTA comprises the Czech Republic,

Hungary, Poland, Slovakia and’Slovenia. - Reuter

Crba-Geigy disappointed with heart drug tests: Ctba-Geigy AG
said results of clinical trials of its new antithrombotic drug Revase
were below expectation and tirecompany considering whether ornot
to pursue use of the medication for heart patients. Revasc, or recom-

binant Hirudin, is designed for treatment of Acute Coronary

Syndrome (ACS), a condition WiuchJs_^ .thR^nin^.to. patients'

suffering from unstable angina and acufejmygegtfdial '

..

The drug was tested in compaiistnrwimnepari^-^prepart^ou
already on the market, in a study involving 12,000 patients. Results

in patients using the new drug Hirudin showed a "modest, although

not statistically significant, therapeutic advantage over heparin, cur-

rently tbe standard treatment,” Ciba said in a statement ' Reuter

Weather causes NIS 6m. crop damage
THE fruit and vegetable sector

has suffered damages of about

NIS 6 million during the last few
days as a result of bad weather

and hail, according to the

Agriculture Ministry’s Natural

Disaster Fund.
Most of tbe damage is to citrus

fruit, unpicked summer fruit, veg-

etables and flowers in the South

and along the coast Fanners will

be covered for the damage out of
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the Natural Disaster Fund.
Fund manager David Ginsbourg
aid the -fund’s appraisers willsaid the -fund's appraisers will

examine the damages to the sector

over the next few days.

“There is damage to green veg-
etables like celery, cabbage,
watermelon, pepper, onion, pota-

toes, as well as to first fruits,

mainly in the south, like peaches.

apricots and apples."

The fund has annual premiums

of $24m. So far this year, the min-

istry has already transferred $6m.
in compensation to fanners for

damage caused by weather.

The ministry emphasized that

the wintry weather has benefited

some of the agricultural sectors,

like the wheat crops in tbe South.

It has also helped the water level

of tbe KinnereL

Africa Israel: Apartment prices will rise 7%
Company posts 51% increase in annual net profits to NIS103 million

Israel Airports Authority
Ben-Gurion International Airport (BGIA)

Notice to Departing Passengers

BGIA Now Has Two Terminals * Terminal 1 and Terminal 2

Terminal 2 for international flights

(attached to the domestic-flights terminal)

will begin operating Sunday, March 31 , 1996,

Akpon.itaMMn

^5\G

Airlines with flights leaving from Terminal Z
Transavia (Hv) - Amsterdam
Air Holland (GG) - AmsterdamAir Holland (<S

Corse Air (C
Air Charter

(GG)-Amstei
(CRD - Paris

er (SF) - Parii

5^5

Notice to those accompanying
departing passengers!

Only passengers with plane tickets

will be allowed
Into the security checks area

and the ticket counters.

AFRICA Israel expects a seven

percent real rise in apartment

prices this year, higher than its ini-

tial forecast of 5%-5.5%, presi-

dent and CEO Shlomo Grofraan

said yesterday.

Speaking at tbe company's press

conference to announce its annual

results, Grofraan said Africa Israel

posted a 51% increase last year in

net profits to NIS 103.1 million

from NIS 68m- in 1994.

Grofraan said tbe company had
to revise its forecast on apartment

prices as a result of the closure of
the territories, which has led to a

shortage of workers in the sector.

“In the past, we forecast that

apartment prices would rise 5%-
5.5% in real terms, but as a result

of the closure of the territories we
have changed our forecast to take

into account the need to bring in

foreign workers that are more
expensive than workers from the

territories," he said. “The forecast

also lakes into account the fact

that it will take time for the for-

eign workers to arrive, as well as

expectations of changes in curren-

cy rates after the elections. We
expect apartment prices to rise 7%
in real terras this year."

According to Grofraan, the clo-

sure has lead to a shortage of
40,000-45,000 workers, including

about 15,000 non-registered

workers.
Apartment prices rose 63% in

real terras fast year, about half the

real increase in 1993 and 1994,

when prices rose more than 12%.
Commenting on tbe company's

forecasts for the construction sec-
tor, Grofraan said demand will

remain high.

“In the housing segment,
demand for apartments in the cen-
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tral region will be higher than

supply, reflecting the slowdown in

building startups during the fourth

quarter ofl995 and first quarter of
1996." said Grofman.
He said financing difficulties

resulting from the strict restric-

tions that the Bank of Israel has

placed on the banks are expected

to make it difficult for small con-
tractors to enter new bousing pro-
jects.

Grofman said Africa Israel’s

improved net profits reflected an
improvement in all its activities.

The return on equity increased

to 11.1% from 8.4% last year.

Grofman emphasized (hat tbe

equity is among the highest in the

economy.
The company’s shareholders’

equity increased by NIS 108m. to

NIS 1.04b., higher than the equity
of most of the country’s other
investment groups.

Tbe group’s profits from gener-

al operations, excluding insurance

business, rose about 23% to NIS
II4.4m. Construction and con-
tracting profits went up about
24% to NIS 112m. from NIS
90.2m.
The company has a substantial

number of projects under con-
struction. The volume of invest-

ments is about NIS 516m., a large

part of which have been sold but
have not yet been reflected in the

financial statement.

Last year, Africa Israel sold

more than 900 apartments and
started construction of about

1,200. At the end of the year, the

company had 2,500 apartments

under construction, a 40%
increase from 1994.

The company’s revenues from
income generated by operating

and leasing of properties rose to

NIS 56.7m. from NIS 52.4m.
In the reported period, the hotel

sector’s profits increased about

55% to NIS 17m.
The improvement in earnings

was also due to the insurance sec-

tor.

Patah (foreign currency deposit rates) (25336)
Currency (tfwposft tbe) SMOOTHS SMOOTHS 12
U-S- dofer (5250,000) 4.500 4500
Pound stertng Cl 00.000) 4.250 4250
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oare 0375
Yen (iu mwai yen; — _

(Rates vary higher or lowar than Indicated according to deposty
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2550
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Shekel Foreign Exchange Rates* (26.3.96

)
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French franc
.Japanese yen (100)
Dutch fiorto
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Swedish krona
Norwegian krone
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Canadian dofar
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Foflow the signs from the entrance to the airport bufldinq!

The management ofthe BGIAwishes aU passengers

a safe and pleasant trip

NOTICE TO THE PUBLIC
FORA SPECIAL OFFER

OF BUYING UNITSATA REDUCED PRICE
OF MORIAH P.K.N.

NON RESIDENTS’ MUTUAL FUND
From April 1st 1 996 until May 30th 1996, the units of “MORIAH PKN *

are offered at a unit price without a supplemental rate.

Orders for buying units, can be given through aJ! branches of the
Bank Hapoaiim group or through members of the Tel Aviv Stock Exchange

This notice is not a suggestion to buy these units.

The Fund Manager:

The Trustee:

Poallm Mutual Funds Ltd.
Israel &«.__

st Co. Ltd.

;
MUTUAl^FUNDS Ltd. ^ PKN

u .

f r

* mwtKT
SRffl
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Market falls as

options holders

sell shares
TEL AVIV STOCK MARKET

TWo-SIded Index

STOCKS fell yesterday as Maof
Index options holders, who are

betting the index wil] reach a low-
er level, sold shares in companies

on the index.

The Maof Index dropped 0.50

percent to 203.94 and the Two-
Sided Index fen 0.47% to 194.38.

Of 992 issues trading across the

exchange, nine shares fell for ev-

ery five that rose.

More than MIS 81 million
worth of shares were traded,

NIS 900,000 above Monday’s lev-

el and about even with this
month’s average trading level

Maof Index options, which al-

low investors to bet on the dosing
level of the index, expire tomor-

row. Maof options investors have

the index pegged to 200, 3.94

points lower than yesterday’s
dose.

“There will be selling pressure

because of the options until the

end of the week,” said David Ro-
senberg, head of research at a

Heizliya investment firm. Pacific

Mediterranean. “It will be inter-

esting to see what happens next

week after the pressure is oft”
The most active share on the

exchange; investment company
IDB Holdings Inc., fell 0.25% as

NIS 7.5m. worth of shares
changed hands.

Shares in chemical companies

fell after Israel Chemicals Ltd.

said it lost $9.6m. in the fourth-

quarter of 1995 and $25.2m. over

the year. Its loses were greater

Maof Index

than expected.

ICL, on the Maof Index, fell

1.25%. Index-listed ICL subsid-

iaries also declined. Dead Sea
Works Ltd. fell 2JS% percent and

Dead Sea Bromine Co. fell

1.25%. •

Makhteshim Chemical Works
Ltd. fell for a fifth trading day,

declining 2.5%. Makhteshim has

declined since its subsidiary com-
pany, Agan Chemical Manufac-

turers Ltd., reported declining

profits earlier in the month;
Agan, listed on the Misbtanim
Index, fell 1.5%.

Also on the Maof Index, Gal
fell 0.25%. Its fourth-quarter net

income doubled as subsidiaries in

insurance and building registered

higher profits.

Clal was Israel’s third largest

holding company in terms of net

profit in 1994. The company’s net

income in the quarter rose to

NIS45DL, from NIS 21m. in. the

previous year.

Clal’s earnings were already

built into its share price, Rosen-

berg said.

Subsidiary Gal Insurance En-
terprise Holdings Ltd, listed on
the Two-Sided Index, rose
0.75%. The company said it

earned NIS 20.7m. in tire fourth-

quarter, after losses of NIS 4.8m.

in the same quarter a year earlier.

Other declining Maof Index-

listed shares included Tadiran
Ltd., which fell 3%, and Bezeq
Ltd., which fell 0.75%. (Bloomberg)

‘Mad-cow’ crisis

WORLD MARKET ROUNDUP

LONDON (Reuter) - UK stocks

fell for a second day as the BSE,
or “mad-cow”, crisis continued

to weigh on sentiment

The FTSE 100 closed 21.0
points lower at 3,660.9, extend-

ing Monday’s 25.1-point decline,

with some saying the index was
unlikely to break out upwards
from its recent trading range in

the last week of the first quarter.

FRANKFURT - German
shares closed bourse trade in

Frankfurt yesterday, down nearly

half a percentage point in the ab-

sence of major news to motivate a

directionless DAX Index.

The DAX Index of 30 blue-

chip German shares closed at

2,49932 points, down 11 points.

In post-bourse trade the index

fell 9.02 to 2305.78.

PARIS - French shares ended

slightly higher in a fragile market,

which kept to a narrow range.

The CAC-40 Index closed up
4.12 at 2,007.95.

ZURICH - Swiss shares ended

easier but were marginally above

the day’s low in moderately ac-

tive trade. Dealers said US bond

markets would determine tomor-

row’s market.

Pharmaceuticals and insurers

led the market lower. Some cycli-

cal shares closed higher. The
broad SP1 closed down 10.72 to

233130.

TOKYO - Tokyo’s Nikkei
share average closed above
21,000 points for the first time in

more than a month yesterday af-

ter Japan’s main opposition party

ended a three-week parliamenta-

ry sit-in, allowing debate on the

national budget to resume.

But stocks ran out of steam in

the afternoon and ended well off

their highs on a late wave of arbi-

trage unwinding and index-linked

selling, believed to be by invest-

ment trusts. The Nikkei ended up

9933 points at 21,014.77.

Wall Street stocks steady

after rates unchanged
WALL STREET REPORT

NEW YORK (Reuter) - Wall
Street stocks drifted higher in

lackluster trading yesterday as lit-

tle enthusiasm was generated by

the Federal Reserve’s widely ex-

pected decision to leave interest

rates unchanged.

At 1 p.m. EST, the Dow Jones

industrial average was up 12.65

points at 5,65631.

In the broader market, declin-

ing issues led advances by a small

margin on moderate volume of

218 mil linn shares on the New
York Stock Exchange.

The Nasdaq composite index

rose 0.92 of a point to 1,088.01.

The American Stock Exchange

index slipped 0.26 to 56732.

“If there’s been a consensus, it

was that the Fed would leave

rates unchanged because there is

enough evidence that the econo-

my is growing and does not need

a helping hand,” said Hugh John-

son, chief investment officer at

margm on mooerau: vomme ui
Fust Albany Coip.

Unto the US switches its docks for Daylight Savings Time, the Dow
Jones results published in the paper will be from 3. pm. New York time.
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SPORTS

Croatia shuts out Israel, 2-0
THE schizophrenic personality of
the national soccer squad was in

full evidence yesterday afternoon
in Vrazadin as the side fell to a 2-

0 defeat against Croatia.

In the first half the visiting

Israelis, with midfielder Eyal
Berkowitz at his mischievous
best, managed to outwit the hosts

and produce several dear scoring

chances but failed to get the ball

into the back of the net.

After the interval SbJomo
ScharTs men surrendered the ini-

tiative and allowed the Croats to

completely dictate the proceed-

ings. The coach's second-half

substitutions just served to com-
pound the problem, particularly

the 60th-minute introduction of

Reuven Atar for Berkowitz,

Israel’s best player. With the

much-hyped Croatian attack look-

ing impotent it fell to Israel's

defease to make two serious

errors that allowed their oppo-

nents to take two easy goals in

two minutes.

DEREK FATTAL

The Creations, who topped Italy

to lead their qualifying group and

so secure a place in the finals of

the European Championship in

England this coming summer per-

formed well below par. Without

their illustrious trio of European

super stars, Sufeer-Boksic-Boban,

this looked a most ordinary side,

and on the basis of their first half

display the Israelis should have

come back home with a win.

Berkowitz’s vision provided the

springboard for some entertaining

counterpunches. As early as the

8th minute Haim Revive - serv-

ing as the lone offensive maraud-

er- was released with just the vet-

eran Tonci Gabric facing him in

goal, but was ruled offside.

On the quarter hour Revive ran

onto another Berkowitz pass and

snaked past West Ham’s Salven

Bilic in the box only to have his

shot beaten down from close

range by Gabric.

Tal Banin, who tad a frustrating

afternoon, received the sort of

pass from Berkowitz in the 22nd

minute that would make a fine

Passover present. Unfortunately,

though unmarked at the edge of

the area, Banin failed to even

manage a shot.

Two more fair opportunities fell

to Revivo, in the 26th and 34th

minutes, crafted by fine right-

flank work by Felix Halfon. Once
again the goal eluded the National

League's top marksman.

The break allowed Croatian

coach Miroslav Blazevic to give

his team the required roasting.

The introduction of Igor Sumac
helped add some composure to

the side.

Faced by more serious attacking

pressure Israeli resolve evaporat-

ed and the Croats began to pin the

visitors back. Berkowitz became
the only source of hope as Itzik

Zohar who replaced Nir Klinger.

SPOriTS BRiEFS Spurs keep streak alive
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Mag&ori justToitf Wiimites later but bis

-Xteve Beasaht' earned; the man^bf-the-matcii award fbr‘ fas, perfar:
‘

mancein the second-half.
‘

'I : - Tbe pick of-scveral fine saves>came in the 7Sth minute when he
:-tftrewTiimself fall length to turn a Peter Ndlovu shot against-the post.

:

Southampioof
s 1-0 win tbok'itbem above Coventry-!n the Cableand

fapr poiatsclear 6f bottom club Queens Park Rangers: Reuser-'

Babkin splits matches ; . /

.

• Jeff Rabfciri went down 25-23 tt> South Africa’s Nefl Burkett, at the

World Lawn Bowls Championships yesterday in Adelaide, Australia.
‘

.'In the following game, Rabkin came through o win 25-24 against

Botswana' -
_

• Israel Fours won their 'second game 28-19 against an improving
' AjgCTtinian side, who after trailing 23-1 1 dosed the gap to 23-19 at

the 20th end.

Israel's final Overall log position depends much on the '‘Fours’*

.
holding their own in (heir remaining games. Norman Spina

EAST RUTHERFORD, NJ lAP)
- The San Antonio Spurs over-

came fatigue and a cold-shooting

fourth quarter to win their 14th

game in a row - one short of the

franchise record - with a 95-88

victory Monday night over the

New Jersey Nets.

The Spurs shot just 4-for-17 in

the fourth quarter and 37 percent

overall, but stayed ahead with a

pair of 3-pointers by Sean Elliott

and by ou(rebounding the top

rebounding team in the NBA.
Elliott had 35 points, one short

of his season-high, and David

Robinson had 11 offensive

rebounds and a total of 17

rebounds to go with his 19 points,

San Antonio outrebounded the

Nets 52-43, including 22-12 on

the offensive glass, in winning its

50th game of the season.

Jazz 103, Mavericks 86

Karl Malone scored 29 points, sur-

passing the 23,000 plateau for his

career, in Utah sending Dallas to its

llth straight loss.

Scott Brooks led Dallas, with 16

points, hut 13 of those came in the

fourth quarter when the Ja/z led by no
less that 1

1
points. Jason Kidd added

1 3 points.

Jeff Homacek scored 17 points and
Utah uon its fourth straight and 1 7th

straight home game to remain within

two games of Midwest Division

leader San Antonio.

Utah scored the First 1 1
points of the

game and built a 17-4 lead.

Trail Blazers 94. 76ers 71

Arvvdas Sabonis had 1 8 points and

15 rebounds in less than three quaner-

shelping Portland sent Philadelphia to

ii> eighth straight loss.

Sabonis made his First seven shots

and was 8 -for-*} from the field as

Portland dominated the middle from

the stan. Backup center Chris Dudley

had 10 points and nine rebounds.

Clifford Robinson added 17 points for

Portland.

MONDAY'S NBA RESLETS;
San Antonio 93, New Jersey 88
Utah 103, Dallas $6
Portland 94. Philadelphia 71

Red Wings approaching league win record
DETROIT (AP) - Mike Vernon
made 29 saves Detriot beat

Anaheim 5-1 Monday night to

extend their unbeaten streak to 1

1

the season as host Philadelphia Byers
got two goals from John LeClair.
~ The Fivers, 24-8-5 at home this

games.
With their 56th win, the Red

Wings moved within five victo-

ries of breaking the NHL season
record of 60 victories set by the
1976-77 Montreal Canadieps,

Detroit has nine games left ;

TbeJJoss .estopped Anaheim^,
franchise-best unbeaten streak at

seven (6-0-1).

Paul Coffey had two assists for

the Red Wings, who got goals

from Keith Primeau, Vladimir
Konstantinov, Dino Ciccarelli,

Sergei Fedorov and Tim Taylor.

Flyers 3, Whalers 0
Ron Hextall made 21 saves for his

second straight shutout and fourth of

The Fivers. 24-8-5 oi home this sea-

son. got another solid performance
from Hextall. who shut out theToronto

Maple Leafs 4-0 Saturday night
It was the first time a Philadelphia

goaltender has recorded back-to-back

shutouts since Benue Parent did it in

the playoffs against Toronto in April.

1975.

Canadiens 4, Islanders I

Craig Rivet scored his first NHL
goal as host Montreal Canadiens beat

struggling New York and kept in the

thick of the playoff race.

Mark Recchi. Jeremy Stevenson

and Vincent Damphousse scored

Montreal's other goals. Travis Green
scored for New York.

Maple Leafs 4, Flames 2
Felix Potvin stopped 46 shots for-

visiting Toronto.

The Maple Leafs took a four-goal

lead in the first period as Dmitri
Yushkevich. Mats Sundin, Maihjeu

Schneider and Wendel Clark scored

even though Toronto was oulshoi 2 1

II in the period.

Steve Chiasson broke Ponin's
shutout three minutes before the end
of the second period and Theoren
Fleury added a power-play goal mid-
way through the third.

MY. Ranger
Philadelphia

Florida

New Jersey
Tampa Bay
Washington

EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division
W L-.T'-PtrGF tSA

ingere -37 '21 -14 06-249-209:
tlphJa 3?_22 J3 87 244 .386,.

38 25 9 85 237" 20838 25 9 85 237" 208
33 28 11 77 187 171

33 28 11 77 213 223
33 29 10 76 201 187

/'Detroit
x-Chicago
St Louis
Toronto
Winnipeg
Dallas

WESTERN CONFERENCE
Central Division
W L T Pts GF GA

lit 56 12 5 117 267 161
ago 37 24 12 86 247 194
lis 31 29- 13 75 196 210
i 29 34 12 70 219 232
eg 30 37 5 65 240 265

N.Y. Islanders 20 44 8 48 204 279
Northeast Division

MONDAY'S NHL RESULTS
Montreal 4, N.Y. Islanders 1

Philadelphia 3, Hartford 0
Detroit 5, Anaheim 1

Toronto 4, Calgary 2
Vancouver 4, Los Angeles 1

Pittsburgh

Montreal
Boston
Hartford

Buffalo

Ottawa

43 25 4 90 326 250
37 28 8 82 241 221
34 29 9 77 246 239
30 33 9 69 211 228
28 37 7 63 212 226
15 53 4 34 167 258

r-CoJorado
Vancouver

23 38 13 59 202 241
Pacific Division
42 22 10 94 291 216
29 31 15 73 258 256
30 32 11 71 217 214
29 37 7 65 206 225
28 38 7 63 214 274Edmonton 28 38 7 63 214 274

Loe Angeles 21 38 16 58 231 279
San Jose 18 49 7 43 230 317

y-cHnched division title; x-efinched playoff spot

PRICES ARE AS FOLLOWS - AO rates
include VAT.
Single Weekday - NIS 99.45 for 10 words

GREAT OPPORTUNITY, WOLF-
SON, 5, 11th Boor, view of Knesset, stor-

age, partdng, S495.0Q0." ISRABUlLD\TeL
02-686-571.

COMPUTERS SITUATIONS VACANT
General Tel Aviv

(minimum), each additional word NIS 9.94
FRIDAY AND HOLIDAY EVE - NIS

DWELLINGS
Tel Aviv

TOSHIBA 48L LAPTOP, 4MB RAM,
120 MB hard drive + modem. Loads of He-

tsh software including Word and
Can Dan, 02-874-013.

TRANSLATORS

152.10 10 words (minimum), each addi-
tional word N IS 15.21,
MONDAY, WEDNESDAY and FRI-
DAY (package) - NIS 234.00 for 10 words
£nfmmum),each additional word - NIS

WEEK RATE (6 insertions) - NIS 315.90
for 10 words (minimum), each additional
word -NIS 31.59.
FOUR FRIDAYS (package) - NIS
409.50 lor 10 wonts (minimum), each ad-
dWonal word - NIS 40.95.
MONTHLY (24 Insertions) - NIS 643.50
for 10 words (minimum), each additional
word - NIS 64.35.
Rales are valid until 31.5.96.

HOLIDAY RENTALS
SITUATIONS VACANT

Jerusalem

URGENT! TRANSLATORS FRENCH
to English. Other languages considered.

Tel. 03-5183476, FAX-03-6836433.

BEAUTIFUL APTS/SUITES BET-
WEEN Gan Ha'Mnaar the sea, tourists/

businessmen, short/long-term. Tal. 03-
696-9092, 050-358-972.

BONKERS BAGELS - MANAGERS,
staff, production. EngllstrtHebrew. AJM.\

P.M.. fa 02-721501, 9-11 A.M..

SITUATIONS VACANT
Dan Region

RENTALS
GENERAL

HOUSEHOLD HELP

DIZENGOFF TOWERS, 2, fully fur-

nished, immediate, longVshort term. Tel.

03-631 2356-

MANAGERS, STAFF, PRODUC-
TION, food industry. Engllsh\Hebrew.
AAf.lP.M.. Tel 02-721501, 9-11 A.M.

SEEKING PLEASANT AU PAIR, S700
+ board and lodging, permanent position.

TeL 03-5242085

HOUSEHOLD HELP

DEADUNES offices:
Jerusalem - weekdays: 12 noon the day
before publication; lor Friday and Sunday:
6 p.m. on Thursday.
Tel Aviv and Haifa - weekdays: 12
noon 2 days before publication,- for Friday
ana Sunday: 4 p.m. Thursday in Tel Aviv
And 10 nrwi The.nwh. in u^tL

SEA AND SUN, 5 quiet, seavtew; NEVE-
AV1V1M, 4, spacious, furnished. *Yaef Re-
altor- (MakJan), Tel . 03-6426253.

SALES

CHILDCARE + LIGHT HOUSEWORK
for tavmg, appreciative family. Sun.-Thure.

1-

5 p.m. AyeleL Tel. 02-6553739 (day),

02-

738708 (evening).

VERY HIGH SALARY for metapelet +
ltvu-m + experience. For warm and com-
fortable home. TeL 03-560-9531

.

SITUATIONS VACANT
Sharon Area

JAFFA, FOR SALE/RENT, magnificent
Arab style house with view of sea & Old
city. 400 meters bum. KAV HAYAM Tel. 03-

AU PAIR FOR a nice, young family.

Light housework and help with children.

TO. 02-330345.

HOUSEHOLD HELP

dwellings
General

EXCLUSIVE!! ZAHALAU 1,000- It 160 sq.m. buIlL SI .200.000
YAM. Tef. 03-523-9988.

-HTJATIONS VACANT

HERZLIYA, HOUSEHOLD HELP live

in, experience essential, married couple
pOSSfeTrty. TeL 09-575989.

Tel Aviv

WHERETO STAY DWELLINGS

£I

^!
U®£1-E

.
I£ LODGES LTD. * Short

temrentais Bed and breakfast - P.O.Box

f^kSbIS" ®1044 - TflL 0z-&11745
’

Sharon Area HOUSEHOLD HELP

HOUSEKEEPING, LIVE OUT, Herzlia.

man/woman, reference, driving Dcensa
Tel. 050-252113.

RENTALS
UVE -IN, FOR CLEANING and child-

care, excellent conditions, Ramat Avhr.

TeL 03-6429592.

OFFICE STAFF

DWELLINGS
Jerusalem

HOLIDAY RENTALS

FOR RENT!! HERZUYA PHuatlH Gelei
Tcheletll New villa, 500sq.m. plot.
350sq.m. built + pool. KAV-HAYAM. Tel.
03-523-9968.

ANGLO-SAXON RA'ANANA SEEKS
fluent HebrevAEngteh secretary. Tel. 050-
255844.

IMMEDIATE JOBS AVAILABLE,
friendliest families, beet conditions, the
agenev with a heart for the Au Pane. Call

HBma Tel. 03-9659937.

PERSONALS
General

^V^^i«
N
iL
HO

,

UDAY
jAPARTMENTS£f If Jousaiem and Tel Aviv, best lo-

cation. Tei. 03-9662070.03-966QS12.

HERZLIYA PITUAH FOR RENT AND
SALE. Exclusive houses in prims loca-
tions- Moran Real Estate (Maldan), 09-
572759.

RENTALS SALES

FORGET THE RESTtt We are the
best?! The biggest and oldest agency In

Israel. For the highest quality flve-In fobs
phone Au Pair international. 03-6190423.

PERSONAL

SHAI AGNON, 3 bedroom + huge liwioroom (140 sq. m.). wondartul^, SS
iSM®i s“ra9a ’ s'25<,-™“-

BEAUTIFUL HOUSE IN Hereliya Bet

+ large office, SI. 100.00. Tel. 09-383287

EXPERIENCED HOUSEKEEPER,
LIVE-IN, good conditions, from central
area. S750-S800 Tel. 03-688-6868/9.

45F, EUROPEAN, WITH SPECIAL val-

ues. attractive and fntefBgent. Moss sports,

cultured. Would tike to meet similar gen-

tleman. P.O.B. 11013 Jerusalem 9in

VEHICLES
General

SALES
FIVE SPACIOUS ROOMS, quiet, cen-
tral (Shai Agnon)., Luxurious building
elevator, Tef. 02-619659.

9 '

CAESAREAl LUXURIOUS HOUSE!
View to seal + pool + air-comfittonlng + va-

cuum system. Tat. 06-363261: 050-
231725.

AU FAIR (F), tor a nice family, llve-tn.

centralTelAwv. Tef. h: 03-5233699; w; 03-

5233312.

PASSPORT

FOR THOSE OF MEANS; Arnona, 5
exclusive (ISO sq.m.), terrace, garden’
luxurious apartment, immediate. Paraar
02-660492.

DUPLEX IN CAESAREA, wonder-
ful, sold separately or divided. TO. 04-

8252616, 050-253616.

IN ZAHALA. TEL Avfv, a female sleep-
in, excellent conditions, private accommo-
dation. Tet 03-6498492

FROM DIPLOMAT, SUBARU Legacy
2000, 1993, tuff options, excellent TeL 09-

557725.

VEHICLES

HERZLIYA PITUAH. NEW house, quiet

street 4 bedrooms, basement. ILTamstreet 4 bedrooms, basement
REAL ESTATE. Tel. 09-589-611

.

live-in FOR CLEANING and child-

cans. Rarest Aviv gimeL Good conditions.

TeL 03-6429592.

Jerusalem

GERMAN COLONY, 2, quiet, central,
20 sqm basement garden, underground
partdng. Immediate. *I5RABUILD* TO 02-

SERVICES
OFFICE STAFF

ARIE PALOGE
buying, selling, Ida

QUALITY CARS:

General

GERMAN COLONY, 3. quiet, can-

COUNSELING/HEALTH

FRENCH, GREEK AND English speak-

ers wanted! High salary! Call MUhael at

03-5758255!

MOTORCYCLES

SUZUKI MOTORCYCLE G.S. 500
C.C., '93, book price. Tel 02-861307, NS.

JTSEL RELAXED WITH Aromatherapy
mr professional Reflexologist/Messeur.
TO. 052-681-654 (NO SEX)

SECRETARY FOR DtHECTOR-GEN-
ERAL of hlgh-tec firm, English mother-

tongue, excellent conditions. TeL 03-525-

0975, 09-505-425.

UNRESTRICTED

MERCEDES 230E 1988, 95.000 km.
One owner, extras. Tel. 02-732444. N5.

The Jerusalem Post
TT^^March 27, 1996

failed to impress. When
Berkowitz made way for Aiar, the

Israelis lost their ace card.

The double blow commenced in

tbe 76th minute when Golan

Malui in the Israeli goal showed
his inexperience by handling a

back pass under pressure. The
resulting free kick bounced off the

defensive wall straight to Stimac

who lobbed the ball into the back

of the goal.

Two minutes later a punch

drunk defense allowed Goran
VJaovic to skirt through Gadi

Brumer and pop the baJl over the

helpless Malui for the second.

Tbe Israelis managed the grim
task of avoiding farther conces-

sions up to the final whistle. The
one attacking chance of the half

came in the 89th minute when
Atar rounded the keeper but hit

the post with the whole goal gap-

ing. The miss summed up the

match. On form like this the

Israelis are unlikely to qualify for

the World Cup finals, while the

Illingworth steps dow

as England manage*
after the only aSa5.- _»rri«s for next

LONDON (Reliter) - Ray selectms

Illingworth confirmed he was
ddature.

program
headed by Illingworth,

stepping down as England cnckec
criticized over

man
js looking into

manager yesterday and the sport s But njxn„ o
. c cam- selection and

governing body said it would not England s
i

go
and the ada

JJ“ ^ England teams
immediately fill the role although paignconfirm^i toffte

^QCB) management of£ S

a new coach would be appointed. ^
ou

S to stand down and is due to report

The new coach, widely expect- that he tad decided
in August-

, , jj,- execu-
®d to be either David Lloyd of “WSR^wcoBBiit- . *at
Lancashire or former England TheTCCB s execu

vester- nve comnutt^^ . ^
captain John Emburey, will work tee, which met at

ttay will aP^lD
j of riri«

alongside Hlingworth in his other day, said U ho^d to manage^ for

role as chairman of the selectors coach before Easter and two ne
only, a TCCB

this summer. selector soon atenmte ^ -An announcement wiU be
role as chairman of the selectors coacn oerore summer only, a —mTuT
this summer. selector soon aferwai^V a)3ndv “An announcement wiU be

Illingworth was re-elected unop- The changes mean p
ne made in due course.

posed as England's chairman of teams for the forthcoming sen

Z A
ana s cnairuiiui ui icamo lui urw

Graf, Agassi roll to

victories in Florida
KEY BrSCAYNE, Fla. (AP) -

Top-seeded Steffi Graf shut down
Mary Joe Fernandez 6-1 . 6-0 in 47
minutes at the Lipton

Championships on Monday night.

Gabriela Sabauni also advanced

to the quarter-finals by beating

Jennifer Capriati 6-1. (M> which
interrupted a comeback but

revived a rivalry dormant for the

past three years.

“I could have done a little bit

better," said Capriati, playing in

her third tournament since mid-
February after just one match in

the previous 2'J: years. TSui still I

fee) like J had a good tournament

and a great rime, so I’m very

happy with myself and with

everything."

Other women reaching the quar-

terfinals included No. 3 Anke
Huber. No. 3 Kimiko Date and
No. 6 Chanda Rubin.

Huber defeated Judith Wiesner
6-4. 6-4; Date beat Silvia Farina

6-2. 6-2; and Rubin eliminated

Nathalie Tauziat 6-3. 6-4.

Among those advancing to the

fourth round m the men's draw
were .Andre Agassi. Jim Courier

and Stefan Edberg.
Agassi, seeded third, survived

his second consecutive three-set

duel to beat Jean-Philippe

Fleurian 6-2, 4-6. 6-2. No.
“

Courier beat Byron Black 7-6 17-

I). 6-0. The unseeded Edberg
posted a 64. 6-2 victory' over

Nicolas Pereira, who upset top-

rankedThomas Muster in the sec-

ond round.

Grafhas played injust one other

tournament since undergoing foot

surgery -in December, and. “she

graded the -performance against:

Fernandez as her best in some
nme.
Powerful and accurate with her

serve and forehand, Graf reacted

to her near-perfection by looking

up at the sky in gratitude.

“What else can I doT* tbe four-

time Lipton champion said. *T was
astonished. I felt like I could hit

whatever I felt i wanted to."

Frustration against Graf is noth-

ing new for Fernandez. She is 0-

14 against the German, winning a
grand total oftwo sets. Graf once

lost just four points against

Fernandez in an entire set

“I knew after the first game I

was in trouble," Fernandez said.

"Against me, she seems to play

really well all the time. When her

TAKE THAT - Andre Agassi fires a return to Jean-Phillppe

Fleurian in Monday’s matdi. <ap>

forehand is on, it's deadly."

Monday's C^riati-Sabatini

matchup was their 15th, but the

first in three years.

“Just like old times," Capriati

said with a grin.

Their rivalry dates to 1990.

Capriati's first loss as a pro came in

the final of her first tournament

against Sabatini at Boca Raton, Fla.

"I didn’t know anything about

her,” Sabatini recalled, “but I

knew everybody was talking

about her. She was only 13 years

old It was amazing."

Sabatini, seeded fourth, won the

latest round by mixing her shots

and keeping them deep to neutral-

ize Capriati's superior power. An
erratic Capriati sprayed her

ground strokes, sometimes miss-
ing the line by several feet

With a record this year of 7-3,

Capriati will enter the computer
rankings next week at about
105th. She said her schedule is

umtetennined, but the comeback
will continue.

When asked about the obstacles

she bas surmounted in recent
months, she swatted away the
question.

Rain spoils Fed Cup
RAIN played havoc with the

schedule of the second day of the

Federation Cup Europe/Africa

Qualifying Group D Event being

played at Ramat Hasharon yester-

day.

Israel’s doubles couple, Nataly

Cahana and Tzippi Obziier, were
due to complete their match
against Estonia after leading 2-0 in

tbe singles but the weather stepped

in to postpone the match.

Israel will play Zimbabwe today,

with Anna Smashnova and Hila

HEATHER CHATT

Rosen playing the singles.

Zimbabwe should not pose any
threat for Israel since their top

player, Cora Black, the sister of

Byron and Wayne, is ranked 5 17 in

the world against Smashnova’s 75
and Rosen’s 335.

In the games that beat the rain,

top seed Poland managed to defeat

Lithuania 3-0 in Group A, losing

just 9 gomes along the way while
Ethiopia is leading Botswana 2-0.

Finland, third seed, is up against
Thnisia 2-0 in Group B and
Lichtenstein and Cyprus are level

at 1-1.

In Israel's group, C, Zimbabwe
leads Macedonia 2-0 and Estonia
and Luxembourg are 1-1.

Second seed Ukraine has a 2-0
advantage against Ireland in Group

The tournament is scheduled to
end on Saturday but can be extend-
ed to Sunday to catch up on the
rained-out days.

TAKE IT TO THE HOOP—

Pick this year's NCAA College Basketball Champion and win a FREE
evening for two at the Go!f instruction Center and Driving Range
at the Wingate Institute.

Fill in the entry form with your pick of this year's winner and return it to
The Jerusalem Post by Friday, March 29, 1996.
AH those who pick the winner will participate in a draw for the prize

I
Take it to the Hoop Contest, The JemsaterTp^T"!

I POB 81, Jerusalem 91000 ’
;

I Name_

[ Address

I City. -Code.

1

J
My pick for the 1995-6 NCAA Men's National

j

Basketball Champion is:

I o I subscribe to The Jerusalem Post

|Q I purchase The Jerusalem Post at a shop
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CRITIC’S CHOICE
JAZZ/LIGHT MUSIC

Helen Kaye

SAXOPHONIST Dave Liebman
played with Miles Davis in the 1940s
aod went on to have a great career as
a soloist, composer and teacher. Here
he'll pJay his own music, a fusion of
contemporary sound and improvisa-
tion together with pianist Miko
Naronsld, Eli Magen on bass and a
suing quartet. This last concert in the
Jazz Off Center series is at tire Israel
Museum tonight at 9 p.m.
Flamenco guitarist Baldi Olier pre-

.

sents Flamenconcert featuring music
from his sixth CD devoted to his own
flamenco compositions. He appears
with recorder player Hagit Dansberg
and his sons (and fellow guitarists}

Adam, 17, and Barak, 15. Tonight in
the Yaron Yerushalmi Hall at the
Suzanne Dellal Center at 9 p.m.

to

/-id

CLASSICAL MUSIC
Michael Ajzenstadt

ITZHAK Periman plays Lennar^
Bernstein’s Serenade with the Israel

Philharmonic Orchestra conducted by
David Zinman, who also leads the orchestra in
Elgar's Enigma Variations and the overture to
Berlioz’s Benvenuto Cellini. At 8:30 tonight,
tomorrow and Sunday, and at 9 Saturday at Tei
Aviv's Mann Auditorium.

Clarinetist Charles Neidich performs a recital,

accompanied by pianist Menahem Wiesenberg, at

the Jerusalem Music Centre at 8:30 tonight. The
program features music by Poulenc, Brahms,
Schumann and Sarasate. as well as some of
Neidich's own compositions. At noon Friday at

the same locale, Mendi Rodan leads the chamber
orchestra of the Jerusalem Music Academy in a
special concert featuring as soloists the winners
of the academy’s recent performance competi-
tion.

DANCE
Michael Ajzenstadt

DANCE Stage 96 showcases new independent
choreographers at the very beginning of their cre-

ative career. Tonight's and tomorrow's programs
feature I'm Queen Esther, You are Queen
Mandarin, choreographed and performed by Ora
Musky and Yifat Fel, Braids by Aya Israeli and
Galit Lis, The Silence Moves by Yael Shani, and
A Woman and a Half by Smadar Weiss. Friday

Clarinetist Charles Neidich will perform tonight at the
Jerusalem Music Center.

and Saturday you can enjoy Nima Yacobi’s frill

evening work, Poultry That Have Disappeared
from The World. All performances are at Habama
in Jerusalem, at 9 p.m., except Friday at 10.

FILM

Adina Hoffman

TOY STORY — There's something more
than a tad sterile and robotic about the look of this

Walt Disney Pictures and Pixar Animation
.Studios release, the world's first full-length com-
puter animated feature. Lulled by the smooth,
even gestures of the plastic toy characters who
populate the movie and who spring to life when-
ever their human owner (who's also strangely

plastic-faced) leaves the room, it's hard to say just

how the absence of a human hand manifests itself— though somehow it does. Still, despite its dubi-

ous status as a state-of-the-art showpiece, the

movie is fun. and for ail the most retrograde rea-

sons: a clever script, some lively characters and
the worm, familiar voices of the lead actors —
among them Tom Hanks, Tim Allen and Don
Rickies. (The film exists in both English and
Hebrew-1anguage versions. General audiences.)

CRYPTIC CROSSWORD
ACROSS

1 At home choice food
contains coarseness (10)

6 Money that is taken away
for a, bit ofgambling (4)

10 Panel that’s instrumental
to have in a car (5)

11 One who goes without
saying (9)

12 Frank with a girl (7)

13 Dantean composition
that’s moderately slow (7)

14 Scientist from the country
first a

4
student of

antiquities (12)

18 Coming between to cover

Middle. East with daily

record (12)

21 Wine returned in canisters

(7)

23 Boy, alternatively a girl (7)

24 Belt he adjusted at edge of
town (9)

25 Nat having drunk like a
judge (5)

28 Break in sentence is a blow
(4)

27 Nat pay.out enough of the
amount left from an
allocated budget (10)

DOWN
1 In an astonishing way
fit—really (2,4)

2 Becoming fairly good? (6)

3 The first thing ajournalist
should write? (7,7)

4 But this fruit is not found
on the seashore (4-5).

5 Shakespearean from
Caracas came (5)

7 Despite being
schoolmasterly, panted
badly before being in
charge (8)

8 Cover replaced by
non-drinker on eastern
escort vessel (8)

9 Wait a moment, don’t let

the second person’s
runners go (4,4,6)

15 Red flag seen from a mile
off (9)

16 Undressed brides do get
upset (8)

17 The way astute
amendments become lows
(8)

19 Identical pace? (6)

20 Local revolutionary was
excluded (6)

22 She is taken in by one who
tspale(5)

beinc

SOLUTIONS
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Yesterday's Quick Solution

ACROSS: I Raaeia, 4 Round, 8

Count, 9 Willing, 10 Liberal, 11

Sere, 12 Lap. 14 Brie. 15 Sadi, IB

Den, 21 Ende, 23 Examine. 2S

Ordered. 28 Ideal. 27 Eject. 28

Meteor.
DOWN: 1 Recall. 2 Slumber. 3

Interred, 4 Rule. 5 Unite, S Dogged.

7 Swell. 13 Penalise. 16 Chinese. 17

Remote, 19 Needy, 20 Dealer, 22

Dodge. 24 Trot.

QUICK CROSSWORD

mmmmmmnm gas

aeSaia^gagaa

across

1 Id addition (7)

5 Bobby-

—

footballer (5)

8 GreekK (5)

9 Dignify (7)

10 Recorder (9)

l2Snowshoe(3)

13 Acned (6)

14 Deed (6)

17 Extra ran (3)

18 Employees (9)

20 Erased (7)

21 English county 1 5 >

23 Nowadays (5»

24 Theft i")

DOWN
1 Muslim ascetic (5)

2 Strike (3)

3 Earphones (7)

4 Comment (6)

5Army officer (5

1

6 Fixed idea 1 91

7 Delightful (7)

11 Behaved too

humbly 19)

13 Preparefor
printing* 3-4

»

15 Thick US soup (7)

16 Ofweddings (6)

18 Small pie i5)

19 Awkwardly tall <5)

22Contend‘.3>

TELEVISION

CHANNEL 1

6:30 News In Arabic 6:45 Physical
Fitness 7.-00 Good Morning Israel

EDUCATIONAL TV

8:00 Cartoons 8:30 Fables of King
Babar 9:00 Cartoons lOtoO A Clever
Girt Like Lotta 10:30 Current Affairs

11:00 Lola and Her Friends 11:30
Under the Mountain 1200 Haydaze
12.-30 Zombit 13:00 Cartoons 15:00
Baby at the top

CHANNEL 1

15:32 Tmytoon 1555 Rea 1620 The
Friends of Shush 16:59 A New
Evening 17:34 Zap - current affaire

18:15 News In English

ARABIC PROGRAMS
18:30 Family Affairs - fortnightly

magazine 19to0 News
'

HEBREW PROGRAMS
19:30 Every Evening with Merev
Michael! 20:00 Mataf News 2fc45
Focus - Ehud Ya’arl interviews news-
makers 21:20 Bugs - suspense
series set In the 21st century 22:15
No Man's Land - Ram Evron hosts a
live interview program based on news
media reports 23:00 Dream On -
comedy 23:30 News magazine

5 Verse o'
"

OOtoO
i of the Day

I SporTV - youth sports maga-
18:00 Senora 19:00 Gab! Gazrt

CHANNEL 2

7:00 Special broadcast summing up
primaries 8:00 Casper - children's

series 8:30 Special broadcast -vercfict

in YJgaJ Amir's trial 10.-00 Pit Pat Tu
10:25 Power Rangers 10:50 The Boy
Across the Road - Israefi movie about
David, a nice boy whose mother
leaves home.Starring Arye EBas, Aviva
Orgad, Baruch David and Nurit

Ne'eman 13:00 In Yaron's Studio
12.-30 Daffy Duck 13:00 Sugar and
Spice 14:00 Star Trek - the next

{

eration 15:00 My Sea - new
drama series about the on-shore and
under water adventures of a group of

children 15:30 Dave's World 16to0
The Bold and the Beautiful 17:00
News magazine with Raff Reshef
17:30
tine

spedal on the primaries 20to0 News
20:30 The Wonderful World 2235
NYPD 2331 Moonlight 0030 News
0035 Moonlight (continued) 00:15

Compefng Force- Israeli production.

EE, an average kind of guy is going
through a mld-tife crisis. Starring

Hanan Gokfofatt 1:45 Poem ofthe day

JORDAN TV

15:00 The Flintstones - cartoon

WHERE TO GO
Notices In this feature are charged at

NIS28.08 per line. Including VAT.
Insertion every day of the month costs
NIS52065 per line, Including VAT, per
month.

JERUSALEM
Conducted Tows
HEBREW UNIVERSITY. Tours of the

Mount Scopus campus, In English, daily

Surt.-Thuc. 11 a.m. from Bronfman
Reception

' - Centre, Sherman-.
Administration BWa Buses 4a. 9, 23*26L

28. For Info,- call 882819. ; -

;

HADASSAH. Visit the Hadassah installa-

tions, Chagall Windows. Tei. 02-416333,
02-776271.

TEL AVIV
Museums
TELAVIV MUSEUM. Micha Bar-Am - The
Last Whr, Photographs; Tiranft Barclay,

1995; Miriam Cabossa, Paintings; Yaacov
Dorcfwi - Blocked Well; Face to Face; The
Museum Coflections. HELENA RUBIN-
STEIN PAVILION FOR CONTEMPO-
RARY ART. Sophia CaBe. True Stories.

Hours; Weekdays 10 a.m.-6 p.m. Tue. 10
a.m.-IO p.m. Fri. 10 a_m.-2 p.m. Sat. 10 -

3 p.m. Meyerhoff Art Education Center,
Tel. 6919155-8.
WtZO. To visit our projects call Tei Aviv

6923819; Jerusalem 256060; Haifa
388817.

HAIFA
WHATS ON IN HAIFA, dial 04-374253.

GENERAL
ASSISTANCE

EMERGENCY
PHARMACIES
Jerusalem: Amona, 9 Leib Yaffe, 731901;
Balsam. Salah a-Dtn, 272315; Shuafat.

Shuafat Road, 810108; Dar Aldawa,
Herod's Gate. 282058.
Tel Aviv: Bavfi. 1 Uziel (cnr Tofedano).

604-0552; Kupat HoUm Cteflt 523-2383.
Till 3 a.m. Thursday: Ben-Yehuda, 142
Ben -Yehuda. 522-3535. Till midnight
Superpharm Ramat Aviv, 40 Einstein,

641-3730; London Mintstore Superpharm,
4 Shaul Hamelech, 696-0115.

Ra'anana-Kfar Sava: Narkis, 8 Hativat

Golani. Kfar Sava. 918248.
Netanya: Hadarim mall, 2 Hakadar,

Industrial Zone. 628438.
Krayot area: Oflr, 80 Ha’atzmaut, Kiryat

Ata, 844-67B3.
Haifa: KJryat Biezer. 6 MayerhofT Sq..

851-1707.
Herzliya: Clal Pharm. Beit Merkazim. 8
Masklt (cnr. Sderot Hagalimj, Herzttya

Pituah. 558472, 558407. Open 9 a.m. to

midnight.

Upper Nazareth: Cfal Pharm, Lev Ha'lr

Mall, 570488. Open 9 a.m. to 10 pjn.

DUTY HOSPITALS
Jerusalem: Hadassah Eta Kerem (Inter-

nal. obstetrics, ENT): Hadassah ML
Scopus {surgery, orthopedics); Bikur

HoRm (pediatrics); Shaare Zedek (oph-
thalmology).

Tel Aviv: Tel Aviv Medtaal Center (pedi-

atrics. internal. surgery).

Netanya: Laniado.

POUCE 100
FIRE 102
FIRST AID 101
Magen David Adorn

In emergencies dial 101 (Hebrew) or 91

1

(English) in most parts of the country. In

addition:
Aahdorr 551339 Klar Sava’ 902222

Aahketon 55*332 Nahariya' 9123W
Beenhflba’ 274787 Netanya" 604444

Bert Shomesh 523133 Petati TBcW 8311111

Dan Region- 6793333 Rehowr 451333

Efel* 332444 Rishon* 9642333

Harin' 8512233 Sated 920333

jafusalem’ 533133 Tel AvW 5460111

Karrmal' 9985444 T1ber«- 792444

Mobie intensive Care Unt (MfCU) service In

the area, arcxnd the dock

Medical help for tourists (In English)

177-022-9110
_ _ _ .

The National Poison Control Cento' at

Rambam Hospital 04-8529205, toremer-

gency c»lte 24 hours e day. for information

in case of posoning.

Eran - Emotional First Aid. Jerusalem

610303. Tel Aviv 5461111 (dUkJren/youth

6961113), Haifa 6672222/3. Beersheba

2811 28. Netanya 625110. Kanrnel

9986410. Ktar Sava 7574555, Hadera

346789.
Wi» hotlines for battered women 02-

6514111, 03-5461133 (also m Russan),

07-376310. 08-550506 (also in Amharic).

Rape Crisis Center (24 hours), Tei Aviv

5^34819. 5449191 (men). Jerusalem

255558. Haifa 86601 II. Eilat 31977.

Hadassah Medical Organization -Israel

Cancer Association telephone support

service 02-247676. gery)

Netanya: Laniado.

15:30 Speed Racer 1550 Dinosaurs
16:15 The Secret World of Alex Mac
16:55 Bffi Nye the ScienceGuy 17:00
TAQ 18toQ French programs 2000
News headlines 20:35 Evening
Shade - comedy 21:00 The Nature of

Things 2105 The Bold and the
Beautiful 22*10 Q.E.V. - A Song for

Annie - documentary 23:00 News in

English 232S Air Wotf0020 The SSc
Road 1:30 Second Thoughts

MIDDLE EAST TV

15too The 700 Club 15:55 The
Capture (1950)-A detective, seekfag

to dear himself of charges brought

against him by the Mexican authori-

ties, investigates a robbery to deter-

mine whether te migftr have shot an
innocent man. Stoning Lew Ayres
and Theresa WrighL (70 mins.) 17:30

Dennis the Menace 17:55 Mask
18:20 Fables of the Green Forest

18^5 Another Lffe 19:10 Hart To Hart
20:10 Magnum P.I. 21:00 World
News Tonight (Arabic) 21:90 CNN
Heacffine News 22to0 Coach 22to0

Magnum P.l. 00:30 The 700 Qub
1:00 Special Program

CABLE
ITV3 (33)

17toO Cartoons 1730 Royal Tears
18:30 Panel discussion rn Arabic
19to0 News in Arabic 19too Doctors'

Talk 20:00 Mabat news 20:45
Nostalgia 21:25 Boaz Sharabi 22to0
10 Years of Jazz OOtoO Closedown

ETV 2 (23)

15:30 Hey Dad 16:00 Cape Rebel
17to0 Quaver’s Travels 17to0 Time
Out 18too Shakespearean Tragedies
18:30 Family Relations 19:00

*s Open - Youth and
1
19:30 A Matter of Time 20:00

A New Evening (wtih Russian subti-

tles) 20to0 Bade Arabic 21to0 Zero
Hour 21 toO Brandenburg Concerto
22to0 BircOand 22to0 Evolution

FAMILY CHANNEL (3)

8:00 Falcon Crest (rpt) 9:00 One Life

to Live (rpt) 9:45 The Young and the

Restless (rpt) 10:30 Second Time
Around 1Dto5 WJCFLP. in Cincinnati

11:25 Celeste (rpt) 12:10 Nejttibors

(rpt) 12:% Perry Mason 13:30 Sarting
at ItoO 14:05 The A Team 14:55

FaJcon Crest 15^15 Secrets of the

North 1&40 Neighbors 17:10 Models
Inc. 18to0 One Lrfe to live 18:45 The
Young and the Restless 1930 Local

broadcast 20:00 Celeste 20:50
Melrose Place 21:40 Sisters 22:30

One of the Gang - drama 23:20 Mad
About You 23:45 Sisters 00to5
Coulter Offensive ItoO Knots Lantfing

MOVIE CHANNEL (4)

10:30 Long Road Home (1991) -
Dust-bowl family saga (91 mins.) (rpt)

12:15 Penny Serenade (1941) jrpt)

14:15 Get Back (1991) - Raul
McCartney on tour (85 mins.) (rpt)

15:45 Shooting Elizabeth (1992) (91

mins.) (rpt) 17:25 Much Ado About
Nothing (1993) - adaptation of

Shakespeare's comedy (106 mins.)

(rpt) 19:20 Web of Deceit (1990) (93

friefidsRlp with 0 lifteraf journalist

Donald Woods. Starring Denzel
Washington. Directed by Richard
Attenborough. (150 mins.) 23:35
Smooth Talk (1985) - a confused
teenage girt meets a psychopath who
tries to seduce her. Starring Laura
Dem and Treat WB&ams. (87 mins.)

1:05 Target of Suspicion (1994) -
thriller (91 mins.) (rpt) 2:40 Dream
Man (1994) (rpt)

CHILDREN (6)

6:30 Cartoons lOtoO Six to the Spring

JERUSALEM
CINEMATHEQUE Colonel Chabert 7 *
Clerics 930 * Megatexandtas 930 *7Tw
Hunters 9 G-G. GIL Jerusalem MaB
(Malha) ” 7B8448 TVreJve McnkeyseDend
Man Wa«dngeGet Shorty 4;45. 7:15, 9:45

* Casino 4, 7. 9:45 * Mr. Holland’s Opus
430. 7:15, 10 Leaving Las Vegas 4:45.

7:15. 9:45 * Haat 4.7. 10 * American
President 4:45. 7.15JERUSALEM THE-
ATER 20 Marcus SL * 617167 Leaving
Las Umu 7, 930 * Antonia’s Una 7,

9to0 RAV CHEN 1-7v 792799 Credit

Card Reeenretionsv 794477 Rav-Meohar
19 Ha'oman SL Talplot Toy Story
dblogue) 730. 9:45 * Broken

5. 730. 9:45 * Toy Story (Habmw
dialogue) 5 * Ace Ventura 5, 730, 9:45 -*

Sense and SensHHty 7:15, 9:45 * Star
MairtKHua hi the Face 5. 730, 9x15 *
Seven 4x15, 7:15, 9:45 * Operation
Dumbo Drop 5

TEL AVIV
CINEMATHEQUE 2 Sprinzak SL «
5772000 On the Edge 5. 730. 10
CHZENGOFF Leaving Las VegasSShow
Girts 11 ELm., 2, 5. 7>45, 10 A Man of No
importance 11 am. % 7:45 * Lisbon
Story 1, 5, 10 DRIVE IN Money Hato 10
* Sex FBm 12 mkWght GAN HAIR «
527B215 71 Ibn GaWroTst Priscilla 5, 730.
9:45 GAT Sense and Sensibility 430.
7:15, 9:45 GORDON Eat, Drink, Man,
Woman 5:15. 730. 10 GLG. HOD 1-4 »
5226226 Hod Passage, 101 Dteangoff St
Twelve Monkeys Z 5. 730, 10 * Mr.

Hortarid’s Opus 2, 430, 7115. 10 * Dead
Man WafldngZ 5. 73a 10 * Casino 2,

5:15. 830 LEV 1-4 * 5288288 Heat 11

am, 2, 4, 7. 10 * White Man's Burden 12

noon, 5. 7:45, 10 * Antonia’s Line 12 noon.

Z S. 730, 9:45 * FarinefB 12 noon, 5, 730
* Denise Calls UpZ 10 * Georgia 2 G.G.
PEER Heat 11 am, 7, 10 * Get Shorty 5
* Dead Man Wafting 5 * Mr. HoBantfs

4:30 RAVCHENk 5282288
Canter Broken Arrow 5, 730.

9:45* Toy Story (Hebrew dabgue) 230.

5

* Tby Story (Er0sh dedoguB)730, 9:45*
Openition Dumbo Drop 5 * Seven 1130
am. 215. 4>45, 7:15. 9:45 * Ace Ventura

1130 am. 230, 5, 730, 9:45 * Trie Usual

Suspects 730, 9:45 * Dangerous lIBnds

1130 am.. 23a 5 RAV-OR 1-5 *
5102674 C^era House PostinoBToy
Story (EngBdh dratogue)*Blue in Ids
FacateStar Man 5, 730. 945 * Brave
Heart 6, 930 GlGl TAYH-ET 1-3 e
5177952 2 Yona Hanavi SL American
PresidentBSuddsn Death 730. 10 *
Underground 7, 10 G.G. TEL AVIV v
5281181 65 PinskerSL Cadno 630, 9:45 *
Get Shorty 5. 730. 10 * TWdve Monkeys
5, 730, 10 TEL AVIV MUSEUM *
6961297 27 Shaul Hametekh Bwrieyard

Bdorethe Rain 5, 73a 10

HAIFA
CINEMA CAFE AMAMI * 325755
Smoke 9.15 * Passover Fever 7:15 *
American President 7:15, 9.15 ATZMON
1-5 * 673003 Ttoehra MonhaysBDaad
Man Wafting 43a 7, 9.15 * Heat 6, 9.15 *
Copycat 4:15. 6:45. 915 * Casino a 915
ORLY Sense and Sensfefflty 630, 915
PANORAMA 1-8 * 382020 Gat
ShortyOLeaving Las Vegas 430. 7, 930 +
Mr. Hottandfe Opus F«V-GAT 1-2 v
6743111 4:45, 7. 9r15 * Breve HBait 530.
9 RAV-MOR 1-7 * 4168998 [OS] Sense
andSensfci»y5. 7:15.930*Ace venture
7:15, 930 * &nta Clause 5 * The Usual
Suspects 4:45, 7, 915 * Broken Arrow
4:407, 9.15* Toy Story t

7:15, 930 * Brave Heeit 9 *Sevan 7.

!

* Ace Ventura 5 * Operation Dumbo
Drop 5 * Toy Story (Hebrew cBatogue) 6 *

- five studio 10:10 The Heart 10:45

Power Rangers 11:15 Sweet \faUey

High 11:45 The Hogan Family 12to0

The Hogan Family I3to0 Mudcfling

ThnMigh 13toO Hugo 14:00 Surprise

Garden (rpt) 14:30 Six in Spring (rpt)

14:40 The Heart (rpt) 15:15 Power
Rangers (rpt) 15:45 Sweet Valley

High (rpt) 16:15 The Hogan Family

(rpt) 16:50 The Hogan Family (rpt)

17:30 MuddGng Through (rpt) 18:00

Hugo (rpt) 1830 Ketchup vampires

(rpt) 19:00 C.O.W. Boys 19:30
Three’s Company 20:00 Married with

Children. 20to5 Step By Step 20:50
My Big Brother Jack 21to0 Cheers

SECOND SHOWING (6)

22.-00 A Man For All Seasons (1968)
- Historical drama of the conflict

between SirThomas Mora and Henry
VIII around the latter’s secession from
the Catholic Church. Starring

Chariton Heston, John Gielgud,

Vanessa Redgrave. (142 mins.)

00:25 A Girl Named Tamikc (1962) -
melodrama set in Tokyo: a photogra-

pher, who really loves a local girt, pro-

poses to an American to get US citi-

zenship. Starring Laurence Harvey,

Martha Hyer. (110 mins.)

DISCOVERY (8)

6toO Open University: Social
Sciences and Education 12:00
Continent of Ice (rpt) 13:00 Air
Combat (rpt) 14toO Open University

16to0 Continent of Ice (rpt) 17:00 Air

Combat (rpt) 18:00 Open University

20to0 Underwater World: Meeting toe
White Shark 21:00 Hunters 22:00
Future Quest 22to0 To Appreciate
Beauty 23:00 Underwater World
23toO Open University

SUPER CHANNEL

6toO Barbary Jazz 6:30 Russia Now
7toO The SeSna Soott Show BtoO
NBC News 8:30 ITN News 9:00 The
Today Show 11:00 Supershop 12:00
European Money Wheel 17:00
Morning Report from Wall Street -
live 18to0 US Money Wheel 1 9:30 FT
Business Tonight 20to0 [TN News
20:30 Voyager 21:30 The Selina

Scott Show 22:30 Dateline 23toO ITN
News 00:00 PGA Golf 1:00 The
Tonight Show with Jay Leno 2:00

Late Night with Conan O’Brien

STAR PLUS

6:00 Aerobics 6to0 The Artist and the

Professor 7to0 Beverly Hillbillies 7:30
Frugal Cooks 8to0 E! TV 8:30
GabrieHe 9to0 Santa Barbara lOtoO
The Bold and the Beautiful 11:00

Oprah Winfrey 12:00 Remington
Steele 13:00 Frugal Cooks 13:30 El

TV 14:00 Teenage Mutant Ninja

Turtles 14:30 Small Wonder 15:00
Black Stallion 15:30 Batman 16:00
Home andAway 16:30 Entertainment

Tonight 17:00 M*A*Sm 1 7to0 Golden
Girts - comedy with Bea Arthur, Rue
McClanahan, Betty White, and
EsteUe Getty 18to0 Empty Nest -
new comedy series about a widowed
pediatrician living in Miami, starring

Richard Mulligan 18:30 NYPD Blue

19toO The Bold and the Beautiful

20:00 Santa Barbara 21:00 Hard
Copy 21toO The Extraordinary 22to0
City Secrets 23:30 Entertainment
Tonight OOtoO Oprah Winfrey ItoO
Hard Copy ItoO Home and Away
2to0 The SidQvans

.

CHANNEL 5 '

. ,

6:30 Bodres in motion 7to0 Basic

Training 16:00 Bodies in motion IBtoO
Women's Basketbafl 17:10
Soccer League 18^10 Brazilian 1

19:40 World Cup in Surfing 20to0 NBA
BaskeibaH: San Antonio vs New York
22:15 European Championship
Soccer League: summary of quarter-

finals 23:30 Boxing OOtoO Tae Kwon
Do -World Cup, Part 2

EUROSPORT
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G.G. GILTwelve MonkeyateGet Shorty 5.

730. 10 * Heal 4, 7, 10 * Assassins 5.
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*711223Toy Story (Bufisb Oak>gue)730,
945 * Dangerous Blinds 5, 730. 945 *
Broken Arrow 730, 945 * Ace Venture 5.

730, 945 * Sense and Sensibility 43a
7:15, 945 * Operation Dumbo Drop 5 *
Toy Story (Hetmwctek)gue)5
BAT YAM
RAV CHEN » 5531077 Itaelve Monkeys
7:15, 945 * Broken Arrow 5, 730. 945 *
Ace Ventura 5, 73a *45 * Toy Story

1 6:15,1730, 945 * Casino 6:1

i * Heat 6:15, 930 * Get Shorty 730.
945 * Toy Story (Hebrew dialogue) 5 *
Operation Dumbo Drop 5, 730 *
Dangerous Minds 5
BEERSHEBA
G.G. GIL Casino 6:15, 930 * Under
Siege 5, 730, 10 * Heat 4, 7. 10 * Get
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235278 Broken Arrow 730. 945 * Toy
Story (Hebrew dialogue) 5 * Toy Story

(Erwfeft dabgue) 730, 9:45 * Ace Ventura
5. 730. 945 * Sense end SertstoSty 430,
7:15, 945 * Operation Dumbo Drop 5

DMIONA
HECHAL HATARBAUT Ace Ventura 8

HADERA
LEV 1-4 Heat 7, 10

1 73a 930 * Toy Story
15 * Mortal Kombat 5 * Broken

Arrow 5, 730. 10 * Ace Ventura 5. 73a
945
HERZUYA
COLONY CINEMA 1-2 (MANDARNj *
6802666 II PoetinoBSter Man 6, 8, 10
STAR* 589068 Casino 630 ,
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Ventura 7:45, 10*
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CINEMA 1-3 * 887277 Toy Story
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G.G. GEL Casino 7, 930 * Operation
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5* Get Shorty 5, 730, 10* Twelve
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Heat 7, 10
KIRYAT BIALIK
G.6. K1RYON 1-9 * 779166 Mr.

Ht^ancfs Opus 7, 930 *A Goofy Movie
4:45 * Dangerous Mfcids 445, 7, 930 *
Las Vegas 7,930*Seven 4:45, 7.930*
An Indian In the CupboardtSanfa Clause
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4:45, 7, 930 * TWefve Monkeys
4:45,7, 930
WRYAT SHEMONA
aa GIL Heat 4, 7, 930 * Toy Story

Soccer Eurogoals 12:30 Snooker
14:00 Boxing I5to0 Leisure Sport

Magazine 15:30 international

Basketball , Magazine 16:00 ATP
Tennis, Upton Tournament 18to0
Show Jumping; World Cup 18:55
SportNews Bulletin 19to0 Formula 1:

Car Racing 20:55 Sport News
Bufietin 21to0 ATP Tennis. Upton
Tournament - live 23:00 Boxing
Magazine OOtoO Soccer -Belgium vs

France OOtoO Eurosport Magazine
2:00 Tennis: ATP Tournament

PRIME SPORTS

6:00 Badminton lOtoO Soccer Asia

Cup, Indonesia vs India 12to0 Show
Jumping 14to0 Roller Skating 14:30
International Motor Sports Magazine
15toO Soccer 3rd and 4th place pre-

Olympic games - five 17:00 Soccer.

Asian League Finals - five 17:45
Squash: World Cup from Dubai - live

18:00 Soccer. Asian League Finals

(contd) 19:30 Futbol Mondial 19to0
international Motor Sports Magazfoe
20:30 Badminton 1:30 PGA Golf

Tournament

BBC WORLD

News on the hour 6toO Asia Today
7to5 Naked Hollywood (rpt) 11:05

3ut FflmT

Report
Pacific News 17:25 The Andrew Neff

-

Show - live 18:05 Discussion: 1

Medical Developments 19:30 Time
'

Out: Tomorrow's World (rpt) 20:15
World Business Report 20to0 Top
Gear (rpt) 23:05 Rough Guide to the

Americas 00:30 Foocfand Drink 1:00 -

World Business Report

CNN INTERNATIONAL

News throughout the day 6:00
World News 6.-30 Showbiz Today

'

7:30 Inside Pofittes 9:30 Moneyline
(rpt) lOtoO World Report lltoO i

Showbiz Today 12to0 CNN
Newsroom 13to0 World Report 14:00

'

Business Day 15:00 Business Asia :

15:30 World Sport 16:00 Asia News ;

16to0 Business Asia 17:00 Lany King :

Live 18:30 Work! Sport (rpt) 19:30
Business Asia (rpt) 22.-00 World s

Business Today 22r30 CNN World !

News 23to0 Larry King (rpt) 1:00
\

WOrld Business Today Update 1:30 ,

World Sport 2to0 Worid News Survey •
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VOICE OF MUSIC

6to6 Morning Concert 9to5 Mozart
Sonata In A minor for piano K310
(BrendeQ; Beethoven: Septet in E flat

op 20 (Melos Ens); Brahms: Double
concerto inA minor for vtofia ceflo and
orch; Mozart Symphony no 35
Haffnen’ Franck: Symphony in D
minor, Gershwin:AnAmerican m Paris

12to0 LJ^it Classical- Lalo: Namouia
ballet music 13:00 Pianist Evgeny
Kissffi - Rachmaninoff: Piano concer-

to no 3; ;
Chopin: Mazurkas 14to6

Encore 15:00 Keys 16:00 Bach:
Prelude and Fugue from The Well-

Tempered Clavier; Beethoven:
‘Spring’ sonata for violin and piano;

Mozart 1--1 • Symphdliy
-

no ;39r •

Tchaikovsky: The Seasons orchestra/
*'1

vBJswnrj18:00 Schumatom-4Jxtgaes
for piano op 72; Tchaikovsky: viofin

.

concerto; Shostakovfoh: Sonata for

viola and piano op 147; Respighi:

Toccata for piano and orch; Bernstein:

Seven Anniversaries for piano 19to0
Recordings of the Jerusalem
Symphony OrchestralBA, condL EB •

Valle, soloist Alberto Mizrahi (tenor).

Weber Oberon overture; arias from
iras; Tchaftovsky: Symphony no 5" Golden Generation - Forgotten

Violinists. Abert Spalding - Schubert
Duo in A D574; Schubert/Spakfing: ,

The Lark; Spohr. VioOn concerto no 8;

Ravel: Habanera
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Vanhira730
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Clause 1130 am, 5 * Sense and
Sensibility 7^, 10 * Mr. Hotiancfs Opus
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Operation Dumbo Drop 5 * Ace Ifentura
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Reeve saves

lifeless Oscars
News agencies

LOSANGELES
IT took Christopher Reeve to

spark the Oscars telecast.

Otherwise, the 68th annual
Academy Awards was generally a

lifeless, even prim affair.

Never did it sink to the delicious

tackiness of past years. There was
only one embarrassing technical

glitch to jeer at (presenter

Aajelica Huston spoke her piece

with no microphone). Politicizing

was kept to a bare minimum. No
outrageous get-ups. No one
seemed high on anything.

On the other hand, seldom did

the telecast rise to anything

greater than dispensing awards.

Thank goodness, then, for

Reeve. Introduced well into the

broadcast on a bare stage in his

wheelchair, the paralyzed actor

introduced a tribute to Hollywood
films through the years that have

tackled social issues.

Then, in a soft but firm voice, he

brought a much-needed reality

check to an evening based on

make-believe by concluding.

•There is no challenge, artistic or

otherwise, that we cannot meet.*'

It was a galvanizing moment.
Mel Gibson, winner of best

director and best picture Oscars

for his mediaeval epic Braveheart.

meanwhile joined an elite club of

movie stars who have gone on to

cam Academy Awards for calling

the shots behitid the camera.

Minutes after his movie about a

13th Century Scottish rebel leader

took the top honors, Gibson was
thanking “every director I ever

worked with.

“They were ray film school and
now that I'm a bonafide director

with a golden boy (Oscar), well,

like most directors, what I really

want to do is act," Gibson
quipped. He thanked the film's

producers for giving the reins to

“a fiscal imbecile."

Dorothy Chandler Pavilion.

The US-born. Australian-raised

Gibson, a box-office star best

known for acting in the Mad Max
and Lethal Weapon series, has

attempted in recent yeans do what

most actors say they want to do,

but few actually do - direct.

For Nicolas Cage, who had been

favorite to win the best actor

award for the low-budget Leaving
Las Vegas, it was his first Oscar.

“I know people were saying I

was the front-runner, but I found it

hard to accept that. You get your
hopes up and what if it doesn't

happen'?" he told reporters.

Susan Sarandon, who has been
nominated five times, finally was
named best actress for her role as

a crusading nun in the anti-death

penally drama DeadMan Walking.

British actress Emma
Thompson won for best screen-

play adaptation for her interpreta-

tion of Austen's 19th-century

romance Sense and Sensibility.

With an acting Oscar to her credit

for 1992's Howards End. she
becomes the first person ever to

have won for both writing and
acting.

Screen legend Kirk Douglas,

looking frail, his voice impaired

by a recent stroke, brought the

Hollywood elite to its feet when
he was given a lifetime achieve-

ment award.

Backpackers were killed

in ‘ferocious’ murders
SYDNEY (Reuter) - An Australian roadworker accused of murdering
seven backpackers lulled his young victims in ferocious attacks in a for-

est using rifles, a large knife and maybe even a sword, a court heard yes-

terday.

Prosecutor Mark Tedeschi. outlining the murders to thejury trying 51-

year-old Ivan Milat, said a leather leash and other restraints were found
near and with some of the victims’ bodies in the forest outside Sydney,
and that it was possible Milat had had help.

“The killings were killings for killings' sake." Tedeschi told thejury as

Milat, dressed in a dark suit and tie. took notes impassively from the

dock in the Sydney court

“The seven backpackers were killed in ferocious and sustained attacks

in which vastly more force was used than necessary to kill."

Noting six of the backpackers were taken in pairs, Tedeschi said the

remains oftwo German tourists were found near what appeared to have
been a “shooting gallery" set up in the forest where restraints and spent

ammunition littered the ground
One ofthem. 20-year-old Anja Habschied, had been decapitated, pos-

sibly with an Indian cavalry sword found in the home of Milat"s moth-
er, Tedeschi said. Habschied’s head, severed from the rear, was never

found.

“The Crown (prosecution) does not know how many persons there

were in the forest at the time of the alleged murders." he said in his

opening address, adding that, in any case, the evidence linked Milat with
all seven backpackers. Milat has pleaded not guilty.
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In a year when there was no

dominant movie, Braveheart led

in the overall count with five

awards.

It won the best picture Oscar

against the Jane Austen drama

Sense and Sensibility, the real-life

space adventure Apollo 13, Italy's

poetic II Postino and the

Australian barnyard fable Babe.

“This is truly a wonderful

evening for me," Gibson told a

star-studded audience at the

WEATHER*,*
<3obn

Forecast: Partly cloudy. •«

SSQht rise In temperatures.

AROUND THE WORLD

Academy Award winners (from left) Nicolas Cage, Mira Sorvino, Kevin Spacev and SusanSanmdan posewith their Ctecap after

the ceremony in Los Angeles yesterday. Cage won best actor. Sorvino best supporting actress, Spacey best supporting actor and

Sarandon best actress.
.
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Irish patrol border as

mad cow crisis worsens
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IRISH police patrolled the border with

Northern Ireland yesterday to block British

cows coming into the republic and British

Airways said it has stopped serving British

beef to child passengers fears about mad
cow disease raged on.

Thailand joined the list of more than 20 coun-
tries that have banned imports of British beef.

One of them. France, announced it will start

stamping “French Meat" on beef sold there.

In Britain, consumers rejected beef in grow-

ing numbers, confused about the risks. But

Health Secretary Stephen Dorrell insisted yes-

terday it remains “a safe product." and claimed

Britain’s critics have got it wrong.

“I agree with The Sun newspaper this morn-
ing which says it isn't the cows that are mad.
it’s the people that are going mad." Dorrell told

BBC radio.

“Livelihoods are being threatened by gos-

sip"

British veterinary experts rushed to Brussels

yesterday in a desperate bid to persuade the
European Union to drop its plans for a blanket

ban on British beef.

Senior EU Veterinary officials endorsed by

14 votes to one a European Commission pro-

posal for the ban that would destroy Britain's

multi-billion dollar meat industry due to a pos-

sible link between mad cow disease and its

human equivalent Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease.

NEWS AGENCIES

LONDON
But a furious British Prime Minister John

Major won a temporary reprieve in a late night

cal) that persuaded Commission chief Jacques

Santer to reconvene the EU's Standing

Veterinary Committee to hear more scientific

evidence.

**Jf Minieone closely involved has important

information to provide he should get a hear-

ing." the Commission's chief spokesman
Nikolaus van der Pas told a new s briefing yes-

terday.

To a chorus of disbelieving jeers from
reporters, he said EU Farm Commissioner
Franz Fischler bad not announced the ban on
Monday, merely the recommendation of the

veterinary committee.

Because nearly ail member states have
already shut their borders to British beef

imports it will be extremely difficult for

Britain to get the ban dropped without
extremely strong new evidence. Commission
officials said.

They noted that Britain had failed to respond

to an invitation last week to send experts to

discuss the latest evidence from the special

advisory committee on Bovine Spongiform
Encephalopathy (BSE) "mad cow" disease.

Britain's chief medical officer Kenneth

Caiman told reporters after a preparatory meet-

ing with European Commission farm officials

that the afternoon meeting of veterinary offi-

cials would concentrate on scientific issues.

Fischler said cm Monday the ban was aimed
at containing mad cow disease in Britain and
restoring consumer confidence shaken by .a

British government disclosure last Wednesday
that the fatal cattle brain infection might be
transmissible to humans.
Instead of rubber stamping the veterinary

officials recommendations, - EU
Commissioners will now first discuss the issue

at their weekly meeting today.

Britain's two EU Commissioners, Sir Leon
Brittan and Neil Kinnock, had already blocked
the ban and insisted on a full debate before

Major's phone call to Santer, EU sources said.

“There was noCommission meeting and no
Commission decision," British Trade
Commissioner Sir Leon Brittan told Irish

National Television.

London questions the EU’s authority to ban
British beef exports worldwide, saying the

decision did not fully follow scientific evi-;

dence and was excessive.

The Commission said the world ban on
British beef exports recommended by the vet-

erinary officials on Monday was to prevent the

beef being in effect laundered through third

countriesand coming back onto theEU market.
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Winning numbersand cards

In last nighfs weekly Lotto

drawing, the winning numbers
were 47, 36, 30, 20, 19, 17 and the

additional number was 28.
' In yesterday’s Mifal Hapayis

daily Chance card draw, the

lucky cards were the king ol

spades, ace of hearts, 10 of dia-

monds, and iack of dubs.

Taiwan
calls for

new talks

with China

Bahrain execution
sparks school protests

Talks broken off with

militants in Kashmir shrine
News agencies

BAHRAIN, signaling its resolve

to halt a wave of unrest, yesterday

executed by firing squad a man
convicted of killing a policeman.

ft was the country’s first execu-

tion in 20 years and it triggered

fresh clashes between police and

protesters.

Opposition groups called the

death of Isa Qamber, a 29-year-old

Shiite Moslem, “political murder"

and warned of increased violence.

Angered by news of the execu-

tion, hundreds of villagers In

Qambar’s hometown of Nuwaidrat

and Sitra, both opposition hotbeds,

marched on the streets, burning

tires and pelting police with stones,

residents reported.

Unrest among the Gulf island

state’s majority Shi'ite Moslem
community opposed to the Sunni-

dominated government erupted in

December 1994.

Diplomats said they believed

MANAMA
Qamber was the first Bahraini to be

executed in more than two decades.

A government official said Isa

Ahmed Hassan Qamber was shot by
firing squad for murdering Ibrahim

Rashid Abdul-Karim al-Saidi in

Nuwaidrat village last March.

“The man was executed early

today," the official said.

Residents said protests broke

out in several schools after news
of the execution spread. There

was no immediate report of casu-

alties or arrest.

A police helicopter hovered over

Shi’ite villages and police jeeps

roamed the streets, they added.

Qamber was accused with eight

others of killing Saidi, whose
beaten body was found near his

car in Nuwaidrat, 10 km south of

the capital Manama.
He was condemned to death and

.the sentence was confirmed by
Bahrain's supreme court last week.

SRINAGAR (Reuter; — Armed
separatist guerrillas holed up
inside Kashmir's holiest shrine

and the Indian police broke off

talks yesterday with no sign of
an end to the standoff, police

said.

“The talks were broken off at 2

p.m.” police superintendent Niaz
Mehmood told Reuters in

Srinagar, the summer capital of

Jammu and Kashmir state.

A spokesman for the guerrillas

had earlier denied talks were
underway.

Authorities on Monday gave

the militants two days to surren-

der and leave Srinagar's
Hazrarbal shrine or face stiff

punishment.

Asked if the government was
considering storming the shrine,

which armed guerrillas of the

Jammu and Kashmir Liberation

Front (JKLF) entered on Sunday
after a gunbattle in which at least

1 1 people were killed, Mehmood
said: ‘There are one hundred

ways to take them oul"
The guerrillas had earlier yes-

terday handed over the bodies of

eight comrades killed in the gun-

battle with the government
forces.

The government officials had
been expecting a breakthrough in

negotiations yesterday.

But a spokesman for the JKLF
faction with members inside the

shrine was defiant. “We will not

surrender " Abdul Gam Naseem,
spokesman for the JKLF’s
Aman-ullab Khan faction, told a

news conference in Srinagar.

Naseem denied talks were
underway. ‘*We have not autho-
rised anyone to mediate," he
said. “There is no mediation.”

Police and paramilitary forces

imposed an indefinite curfew
within one km of the Hazratbal
premises, which include a shrine

containing a relic said to be a

hair of the beard of the Prophet
Mohammad, a mosque and
grounds bordering Dal lake.

TAIPEI (AP) - Taiwan called yes-

terday for talks with China on
trade - and reunification, but
Beijing demanded that the island

give up its quest for a UN seat and

political ties with other countries.

Adding to. indications military

tensions were easing after the end
of Chinese war games, the US
Navy announced the withdrawal

of one of two aircraft carriers sent

to patrol near Taiwan in a warning
to Beijing.

But China and Taiwan's rival

Nationalist government showed
no progress toward resolving their

conflict over the island’s attempt

to raise its international profile.

The war games ended on sched-

ule Monday after IS days, and
Taiwan made a qualified offer to

grant Chinese demands for direct

trade and phone links.

Premier Lien Chan said Taiwan
is ready to restart talks on trade,

economic cooperation and eventu-
al reunification. But he didn’t offer

any compromise on Taiwanese
President Lee Teng-hui's cam-
paign for more diplomatic recog-
nition of his isolated government

“I sincerely rage the Chinese
Communists to give up the erro-
neous thinking that they could
resolve problems with us by mili-
tary means, and usher in benign,
mutually beneficial relations,"
Lien said in a speech yesterday to
parliament.

The Nationalists banned direct
contact with China in 1949, when
they lost the mainland to the

child knows

Maccabi. Israel's best health fund
Special benefits for those joining the Maccabi Health Fund and Supplementary Insurance -

Details at Maccabi branches. C

For information and registration at your home dial: 03-5734980; 03-5252523; 02-706161; 04-8711 154-
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